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Abstract

We obtain a six-term exact sequence of K-theory for (full) amal

gams of C*-algebras. We also obtain a six-term exact sequence of

K-theory for the full crossed product of a C*-algebra by an amalgam

of discrete groups, as well. Furthermore, it follows from this result

and K-amenability for discrete (or locally compact) groups that the

same is true for its reduced crossed product.

We also study K-theory of (full) multi-amalgams of the (full) group

C*-algebras of discrete groups. As an important application we com

pute K-groups of the full group C*-algebras of SLn(Z) (n > 3).

In addition, an appendix on K-theory and beyond and an appendix

on finite subgroups of GL3(Z) and 5L3(Z) are presented.

Primary 46L05, 46L80.
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Preface

This paper consists of two sections as contributions and two sections

as appendixes. This is a continuation (from [16]) of studying K-theory for

amalgams (or amalgamted free products) and multi-ones of C*-algebras,

especially, those of the (full) group C*-algebras of discrete groups. The

first and second sections include their own introductions explained in more

details. As in the abstract, in the first section we obtain the six-term ex

act sequence of K-theory groups for (full) amalgams of C*-algebras, which

implies that the K-theory conjecture for the full crossed products by amal

gams of discrete groups is solved. By assuming K-amenability for groups,

the similar conjecture for their reduced crossed products is solved. In the
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second section, similarly we consider K-theory of (full) multi-amalgams of

the (full) group C*-algebras of discrete groups, which implies the applica

tion to K-theory of the full group C*-algebra of SLn(Z). As an appendix,

in the third section we review K-theory for the reduced crossed products

by free groups from Pimsner-Voiculescu [12], K-theory for the reduced C*-

algebras of certain discrete free product groups from Lance [7] (and Nat-

sume [8]), and K-theory for the reduced C*-algebras of HNN groups from

Anderson and Paschke [1], and K-theory for the reduced C*-algebras of

one-relator groups from Beguin, Bettaieb, and Valette [2]. Furthermore,

KK-theory and E-theory for amalgams of C*-algebras from Thomsen [18]

and E-theory basics from Blackadar [3] are reviewed. Further added are

the lists of finite subgroups of GL^(Z) and SLs(Z) from Tahara [17].
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1 K-theory of amalgams of C*-algebras

1.0 Introduction to the first section

K-theory for group C*-algebras of discrete groups and crossed products

of C*-algebras by discrete groups has been studied well to some extent. It

was Pimsner-Voiculesce [12] who first obtained K-theory for reduced crossed

products of C*-algebras by free groups. Cuntz [4] studied K-theory for (full)

free products of C*-algebras (cf. Blackadar [3, 10.11.11]). After [12], Lance

[7] studied K-theory for reduced group C*-algebras of some free product

groups such as free groups. Furthermore, Natsume [8] extended Lance's

result to reduced crossed products of C*-algebras by certain amalgams

of discrete groups such as SL2CZ) = Z4 *^2 ^e- On the other hand, K-

amenability for discrete groups was invented and studied by Cuntz [5].

Furthermore, K-amenability for locally compact groups was introduced and

studied by Julg and Valette [6].

The problem that we would like to consider is whether the six-term

exact sequence of if-groups:

associated to an amalgam (or amalgamated free product) 2U<r*B of two C*-

algebras 21 and 55 over a common C*-subalgebra (£ holds or not in general.

A rather restrictive partial positive answer was obtained by Cuntz [4] (see

also [3, 10.11.11]). In this section we give a positive answer to certainly full

generality. It should be noticed that Thomsen [18] has already obtained

the same six-term exact sequence of K-groups and the corresponding ones

of KK-theory and E-theory, provided that £ is finite dimensional or nuclear

respectively. However, our method on K-theory only is quite different from

Thomsen's one used in KK-theory and E-theory settings.

A conjecture ([3, Conjecture 10.8.3]) that we would like to next consider

is whether the six-term exact sequence of K-groups:

xi K) > ifo(2l xi G) 0 K0(2l xi H) > K0(9L x T)

Ki(9L xi r) < #i(a x G) 0 ifi(2l x H) < Ki(QL xj K),
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associated to the full crossed products of a C*-algebra 21 by two discrete

groups G and H and their amalgam r = G*k H over a common subgroup

K holds or not in general. As mentioned above, a rather restrictive partial

positive answer in the case of reduced crossed products was obtained by

Natsume. In this section we obtain a positive answer for that conjecture

to certainly full generality.

For those problem and conjecture, since we deal with full amalgams

and full crossed products, we can use the universality argument. (Another

attempt for proofing them has been made by using a stable isomorphism

between a C*-algebra and its full hereditary C*-subalgebra and a deforma

tion argument, but it was not successful completely.)

Furthermore, using both our result for that conjecture for full crossed

products and a result of Julg and Valette [6, Corollary 3.6] for K-group

isomorphisms between full and reduced crossed products by K-amenable

groups, we have the same conjecture for the reduced crossed products by

K-amenable discrete groups solved. Refer to [9] for crossed products of

C*-algebras.

Also, using the universal coefficient theorem (UCT) or the Kunneth

formula (KF) for KK-theory (see [3]) we can extend those results obtained

to ones of the six-term exact sequences of KK-groups.

1.1 Amalgams of C*-algebras

Let ifo(2l) be the Xo-group of a C*-algebra 21 and ifi(2l) the Xi-group

of 21. For a unital C*-algebra 21, by definition, ifo(2l) is defined to be the

abelian group of formal differences (—: minus) of stable equivalence classes

of projections of matrix algebras Mn(2l) over 21 (n > 1) and ifi(2l) is

defined to the abelian group of (homotopy) equivalence classes of unitaries

(or invertible elements) of Mn(2l) (n > 1). Namely,

= Un>iProjn(2l)/ ~8 - Un>i Projn(2l)/ ~s,

= Un>iC/n(2l)/ ~fc= Un>iGLn(2l)/ ~h

where Projn(2l) is the set of projections of Mn(2l), C/n(2l) is the group

of unitaries of Mn(2l), and GLn(2l) is the group of invertible elements of

Mn(2l), and p ~s q for p,q £ Projn(2l) if there exists a unitary u such

that p © 1^ = u(q © lk)u* for some k > 0, where 1^ is the k x k identity

matrix, and © means the diagonal sum. The addition of i^o(2l) is given by

\p\ + [q] = \P®V}' Also,

= limC/n(2l)/t/n(2l)o = limGLn(2l)/GLri(2l)o,
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as inductive limits of quotient groups, where £/n(2l)o, GLn(QV)o are con

nected components of £/n(2l), GLn($l) containing the identity matrix, re

spectively. The multiplication of ifi(2l) is given by [u][v] = [uv] = [u®v] =

[vu].

Refer to the text books [3] or [19] for K-theory of C*-algebras.

Theorem 1.1.1 (Cuntz [4] and Blackadar [3, 10.11.11]) Let 21, 55 be C*-

algebras and 21 * 53 their full free product C*-algebra. Then for j = 0,1,

// 21, 55 are unital C*-algebras, let 21 *c 55 be their unital full free product

C*-algebra. Then we have

where Z £ {n([la], -[1®]) I n e Z} /or [la] e i^o(2t), [1®] € Ko(&), where

la, 1<b are the units o/2l, 55 respectively.

Remark. Note that i^o(C) = Z and Ai(C) = 0.

Lemma 1.1.2 Let 2t * 55 be the full free product of C*-algebras 21 and 55.

Suppose that there exists a common C*-subalgebra £ o/2l and 55. TT&en i/ie

following is exact:

0 -> #*(<£) -> Jfir,(a) 0 X*(55) -. (X*(2t) 0 K+(55))/^(c:) -> 0

for * = 0,1, where a K-theory class [p] of Ko(£) is mapped to ([p], — [p]) 6

Xo(2l)©^o(55) and a K-theory class [u] ofKi(C) is mapped to ([u], [vT1]) G

Kx (») 0#i (55).

Proof. Note that i^(2U55) = i^j(2l) 0ifj(55) (i = 0,l) (see [3, 10.11.11]).

Note that there is a canonical inclusion from the nxn matrix algebra Mn(<t)

over £ to Mn(2l) C Mn(2l*55) (or Mn(55) C Mn(2U55)), where we identify

those images. It follows from freeness in Mn(2l * 03) that the inclusion

induces the (diagonal) injections from Kj(€) to ^(21*55) = Kj(X)@Kj(<B)

(j = 0,1) as in the statement. Onto-ness of the exact sequence is clear. □

Proposition 1.1.3 Let 21 *<r 55 be an amalgam of C*-algebras 21 and 55

over a common C*-subalgebra £. Then

X*(2l *<r 55) s* 0
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Proof. By universality, there exists a canonical onto *-homomorphism </?

from 21 * *B to 21 *<r 93 (cf. [10] or [11]). Thus, there exists a group homo-

morphism from if*(21 * <B) to if*(2l *£ 03). Furthermore, any element of

Mn($l *c 2$) can be viewed as that of Mn(2t * 53), so that the group homo-

morphism is onto. Moreover, the quotients (K*(21) ffi K*(*B)/K*((£) can be

viewed as subgroups of K* (21*^53). Therefore, we obtain the isomorphisms

as desired. □

Combining the arguments above, we obtain

Theorem 1.1.4 Le£2l*£?B be an amalgam of C*-algebras 21 and 03

a common C*-subalgebra £. T/ien

1.2 Crossed products by amalgams of groups

Let 21 be a C*-algebra and F a discrete (or locally compact) group. We

denote by 21 xi F the full crossed product of 21 by an action of F (see [9]).

Theorem 1.2.1 Let 21 be a C*-algebra and G *# H = F an amalgam of

discrete groups G and H over a common subgroup K. Then

x K) > ifo(2l x G) © Ko(% x H) > K0(Vl * F)

i i
x F) < iiTi(2l x G) © ifi(2l xi i/) ^ Ki(Vt xi AT).

. Note that 21 xi F ^ (21 x G) ^c^^^ (21 xi if). D

Corollary 1.2.2 Let G\ *# G2 be an amalgam of discrete groups G\ and

G2 over a common subgroup H, and G*(Gi*//G2) its full group C*-algebra.

Then

K0(C*{H))

1
Ki(C*(G1*HG2))

C*(Gj) and C*(H) are the full group C*-algebras of Gj and H re

spectively.
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Remark Note that C xi F = C*(r) for a discrete (or locally compact) group

T. Note also that C*(G *K H) 9* C*(G) *C*(K) C*(H) (see [3, 10.11.11]).

Also, in the theorem above, the groups G, H, and if may not be discrete

if 21 x if can be embedded into 21 xi (G*k H).

Furthermore, for a C*-algebra 21 and a discrete (or locally compact)

group T, we denote by 21 y\r F the reduced crossed product of 21 xi F ([10]).

Then

Theorem 1.2.3 Let 21 be a C*-algebra and G *k H = T a K-amenable

amalgam of countable discrete groups G and H over a common subgroup

K. Then

xr T)

i
xr K).

Proof. It is shown by [6, Corollary 3.6] that if F is a K-amenable, locally

compact (in particular, discrete) group, then

KjQLxVfxKjfrHrr) (.7 = 0,1)

for any full crossed product 21 xi F of a C*-algebra 21 by F and its reduced

crossed product 21 xir F. It is also shown by [5] that all subgroups of a K-

amenable countable discrete group are K-amenable. Thus, the statement

follows from the theorem obtained above immediately. □

Corollary 1.2.4 Let G\ *h G<i be a K-amenable amalgam of countable

discrete groups G\ and G<i over a common subgroup H, and C*(G\ *# G2)

its reduced group C*-algebra. Then

K0(C;(H))

K1(C?(G1*HG2))

where C*(Gj) and C*(H) are the reduced group C*-algebras of Gj and H

respectively.

Remark. Note that C xr F = C*(F) the reduced group C*-algebra for a

discrete (or locally compact) group F. The class of countable K-amenable

discrete groups is closed under taking subgroups, their direct products and
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free products, and extensions of them by amenable normal subgroups (see

[5] for more details). The class of K-amenable locally compact groups is

closed under taking closed subgroups, their direct products, and extensions

of them by amenable closed normal subgroups. An amalgam of amenable

discrete groups is K-amenable. A non-compact locally compact group with

property T is not K-amenable. See [6] for more details.

1.3 Application to KK-theory

Recall that the universal coefficient theorem (UCT) implies that if 21, 03 are

separable C*-algebras and 21 is in the so called bootstrap category or UCT

class, and if i£j(2l) (j = 0,1) are free or Kj(*8) (j = 0,1) are divisible, then

where KKj(9L,*B) are KK-groups of 21 and 03 (see [3]).

Proposition 1.3.1 For the six-term exact sequence of K-groups:

Ko(<£) > K0(J3) ► Ko(*8)

of separable C*-algebras *8, <£, and 35, if 21 is a separable C*-algebra in

the UCT class, and if K^X) are free, or #■,-(»), Kj{£), and Kj(J)) are

divisible, then we obtain

KK1 (%,<£).

Furthermore, we can exchange 21 with OS, <£, and D in each KKj(-, •) with

those conditions on K-groups, respectively.

Corollary 1.3.2 The six-term exact sequences of K-groups obtained in

subsections 1.1 and 1.2 imply the six-term exact sequences of KK-groups

under the assumptions as above.

Also, the Kiinneth formula (KF) implies that if 21, 05 are separable C*-

algebras and 21 is in the so called bootstrap category or UCT class, and if
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(j = 0,1) or Kji^B) (j = 0,1) are finitely generated and if

(j = 0,1) or Kj(<B) (j = 0,1) are torsion-free, then

K0(1B)) © {K

© (if1 (a)

where iP(2l) are K-homology groups of 21 (see [3]).

Proposition 1.3.3 For the six-term exact sequence of K-groups:

of separable C*-algebras 05, £, and 2), if 21 is a separable C**-algebra in

the UCT class, and if Kj(W), or Kj(W), Kj((t)f and Kj(J)) are finitely

generated, and if Kj(2V), or Kj(*B), Kj(€), and -Kj-(S)) are torsion-free,

then we obtain

B)'< KK1^,®) < K&{%,€;).

Corollary 1.3.4 The six-term exact sequences of K-groups obtained in

subsections 1.1 and 1.2 imply the six-term exact sequences of KK-groups

under the assumptions as above.

1.4 Amalgams of the full C*-algebras of discrete groups

Now recall that the group 5L2(Z) is isomorphic to the amalgam Z4 *z2 Z6

of finite cyclic groups Z4, Zq over Z2, where its generators are given by

-1 0

0 -1

which are identified with the generators of Z2, Z4, and Z6 respectively. Let

C*(SL2(Z)) be the full group C*-algebra of SL2{Z). Then C*(SL2(Z)) is

isomorphic to the amalgam C*(Z4) *c*(%2) C*(Zq) of the group C*-algebras

C*(Z4) and C*(Z6) over C*(Z2), where its unitary generators are identi

fied with the generators of 5L2(Z) under the universal representation of

C*(5L2(Z)) (or SL2(Z)).
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Theorem 1.4.1 Let C*(SX2(Z)) be the full group C*-algebra of SL2(Z).

Then

K0(C*(SL2(Z))) * (Z4 © Z6)/Z2, Ki(C*{SL2{Z))) = 0.

Moreover, let C*(SL2(Z)) fre the reduced group C*-algebra of SL2(Z).

Then

K0(CZ(SL2(Z))) = (Z4 ©Z6)/Z2, K^C^SL^Z))) * 0.

Proof Since C*(SL2(Z)) = C*(Z4 *z2 Z6), it follows that C*(SL2(Z)) ^

C*(Z4)*c*(z2)C*(Z6) so that JK,-(C*(SL2(Z))) ^ ^(C*(Z4)*c*(z2)C*(Z6))

for j = 0,1.

By the Fourier transform, we have C*(Zj) = C((Zj-)A) = C(Zj) = 0

for j = 2,4,6, where (Zj)A is the dual group of Zj and (Zj)A = Zj and

C(Zj) is the C*-algebra of all continuous functions on Zj. Therefore, we

have K0(C*{Zj)) ^ K0{O) ^ 7? and Xi(C*(Z7)) ^ Ki{0) ^ 0.

It is shown by Cuntz [5] that the group 5L2(Z) is K-amenable, i.e, we

have K*(C*(SL2{Z))) ^ K*(C*(SL2(Z))) for * = 0,1. □

Remark. The result above was first obtained by Natsume [8] (and it is

shown that (Z4 © Z6)/Z2 ^ Z8), but his method to deduce it is completely

different from ours. The same is just using K-amenablity of Cuntz.

Let Zn, Zm, and Z\ be finite cyclic groups and C*(Zn), C*(Zm), and

C*(Zj) their group C*-algebras, respectively. Let Zn*^f Zm be the amalgam

of Zn and Zm over Z/. Let C*(Zn *Zf Zm) be the full group C*-algebra of

Zn*zzZm. Then C*(Zn*Z/Zm) is isomorphic to the amalgam C*(Zn)^c*(Zi)

C*(Zm).

Theorem 1.4.2 XefC*(Zn*z,Zm) be the full group C*-algebra of an amal

gam Zn *z( Zm. T/ien we have

K0{C*(Zn *Zl Zm)) ^ (Zn e Zm)/ZJ, ^(C^Zn *Zt Zm)) S 0.

Moreover, let C*(Zn *%t Zm) 6e £/ie reduced group C*-algebra ofLn *zt Zm.

T/ien

^o(Cr*(Zn *Zl Zm)) * (Zn © Zm)/ZJ, tfi(Cr*(Zn *Zl Zm)) S 0.

Proof. We have C*(Zn *Zj Zm) S C*(Zn) *C.(Z() C*(Zm). By the Fourier

transform, we have C*(Zj) = C((Zj)A) 2± C{Zj) ^ 0 for j = I, n, m, where

(Zj)A is the dual group of Zj and (Zj)A ^ Zj and C(Zj) is the C*-algebra of

continuous functions on Zj. Therefore, we have iT0(C*(Zj)) = Ko(0) = IP

and Ki(C*(Zj)) ^ ^(O) S 0.
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It is shown by Cuntz [5, Theorem 2.4] that the amalgam Zn *zt Zm is

also K-amenable. □

Remark. The result in the corollary above was first obtained by Natsume

[8] (and it is shown that (Zn0Zm)/Z* ^ Zn+m"z), but his method to deduce

it is completely different from ours. The same is just using K-amenablity

of Cuntz.

Furthermore,

Theorem 1.4.3 LetG\ andGi be finitely generated abelian discrete groups

with a common subgroup G% such that

Gj&ZPxZn^ x---xZnjlj

for some gj > 1 and Uj\ > 0, • • • ,Uj\. > 0 for some lj > 1 (j = 1,2,3). Let

G\ *g3 G2 be the amalgam of G\ and G2 over G3, and C*(Gi *g»3 G2) its

full group C*-algebra. Then

G2)) s

for* = 0,1.

// each gj = 0, then

Gi *G3 G2)) =

G1*G3G2))^0.

Proof. By the Fourier transform,

where each dual space Z^.fc of Znjfe is homeomorphic to Zn..fc. Therefore,

K*{C*{Gj)) 2

D

Moreover, it is obtained that

Theorem 1.4.4 Let G\ and G2 be finite groups such that \G\\ = n, IG2I =

m, and there is a common subgroup G3 with \Gz\ = I. Let G\ *g3 G2 be

the amalgam of G\ and G2 over G%, and C*(Gi *g3 G2) its full group C*-

algebra. Then

G2)) * Zn+m/Zl, Ki(C*(Gi *Gs G2)) = 0.
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Proof. We may assume that there exist the following isomorphisms to the

direct products:

Gj^ilxGj2x...xG3,, 0" = 1.2,3)

for some 1 < pi, 1 < P2> and 1 < P3, where each finite subgroup Gij

for 1 < i < 3, 1 < j < pi has no nontrivial direct factor group, i.e.,

indecomposable. Then we have the following isomorphisms to the tensor

products of the group C*-algebras:

C*(Gj) * C*(Gn) <g> C*(Gj2) ® • • • ® C*(GjPj), (j = 1,2,3).

Furthermore,

C*(Gjs)*®xeG%Mt{x)(C)

where G§8 is the unitary dual of Gjs, and G{>s = Gjs (as a space) since Gjs is

finite (so that it is compact), and the positive integers t(x) (> 1) correspond

to irreducible unitary representations x £ G%-> l-e-> those numbers are

dimensions of their representation spaces.

Thus, it follows that

since jRT0(Mn(C)) = ATo(C) = Z for any integer n > 1, where |G£| =

|GjS| = nj5. Note that \Gj\ = Uj\ x • • • x rtjPj.

Similarly, it follows that Ki(C*{Gj)) ^ 0 since Ki(Mn(C)) ^ ^(C) ^

0 for any integer n > 1. □

2 K-theory of multi-amalgams of C*-algebras

2.0 Introduction to the second section

K-theory for C*-algebras has been well developed (for instance, see

Blackadar [3] and Wegge-Olsen [19]). Especially, K-theory for (full and

reduced) group C*-algebras of discrete groups has several interesting and

important applications to geometry, topology, and analysis, via the Baum-

Connes conjecture (see [3]). It has been quite important to compute and

determine K-theory of those C*-algebras. See Pimsner-Voiculescu [12] for

the case of the reduced group C*-algebras of free groups and Lance [7] for

the reduced group C*-algebras of certain free products and Natsume [8]
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for the reduced and full group C*-algebras of SZ/2(Z), where note that

51/2 (Z) = Z4 *^2 ^6 (an amalgam of groups) is not amenable but K-

amenable (see Cuntz [5]). See Cuntz [4] for certain free products of C*-

algebras including the full group C*-algebras of free groups.

On the other hand, recall that infinite discrete groups with property

T such as SLn(Z) (n > 3) are not amalgams, not amenable, and not K-

amenable (see Serre [14, Section 6.6] and [5]). However, it is obtained by

Soule [15] that SLn(Z) (n > 3) can be written as multi-amalgams of certain

finite subgroups over their intersections.

Now, this section is organized as follows. In the first subsection, from

those backgrouds we study K-theory of (full) multi-amalgams of the group

C*-algebras of discrete groups, and it should be of independent interest.

In the second subsection, we give an important application of the results

obtained in the subsection 2.1. Namely, we compute K-groups of the full

group C*-algebras of SLn(Z) (n > 3) by our theory developed here and by

using Soule [15, Theorem 9] mentioned above. This goal (in a direction)

should have been achieved (almost).

Refer to Pedersen [10] (or [11]) for (full) amalgams of C*-algebras.

2.1 Multi-amalgams of the full C*-algebras of discrete groups

Let Gj be discrete groups for j G J = {1,2, • • • , \J\} a finite set and C*(Gj)

their group C*-algebras. Let Gij = GiH Gj be intersections of G{, Gj for

hj £ J, where Gij may be the trivial subgroup of G{ and Gj. Then we

have the inclusions C*(Gi) D C*(Gij) C C*(Gj) as a C*-subalgebra.

Let Gi*Gi:i Gj be the amalgam of Gu Gj over Gij. Let *ijejGi*Gij Gj be

the multi-amalgam of Gj (j G J) over G^-, which is generated by Gj (j G J)

as a multi-free product group and is amalgamated over Gij. Note that

*ijtjGi *Gi- Gj symbolically looks like the multi-free product of G{ *<3i. Gj

(which are disjoint for i, j 6 J), but we do not mean it by this symbol. If

we use this sense, we need to identify any G{ for i € J with that of any

Gi *Gi:j Gj for i,jEJ in *ijejGi *Gi5 Gj (or we assume this condition).

Let C*(*ij<zjGi *Gij Gj) be the full group C*-algebra of the multi-

amalgam *ij£jGi *Gij Gj. Then C*(*ijejGi *Gi:i Gj) is isomorphic to the

unital (full) multi-amalgam *c,2jejC*(Gfi) *C*(Gi:7) G*(Gj), which is gener

ated by C*(Gj) (j G J) as a multi-free product C*-algebra and is amalga

mated over C*(Gij), where we identify its unitary generators with those of

*i,jejGi *Gij Gj under the universal representation.

Let *jejGj be the free product group of Gj (j G J) and C*(*jejGj) its

full group C*-algebra. Then C*(*jGjGj) is isomorphic to the unital (full)

multi-free product C*-algebra *c,jejC*(Gj) of C*(Gj) (j G J).
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Lemma 2.1.1 Let *jejGj be the free product of discrete groups Gj. Sup

pose that Gij is a common subgroups of G{ and Gj. Then we have the

following exact sequence:

0 - K,(C*{Gij)) -» K*{C*{*jeJGj))

for * = 0,1.

Proof. Since C*(*jeJGj) S *jeJC*(Gj), for * = 0,1 we have

(see [3, 10.11.11]). There is a canonical inclusion from the n x n matrix

algebra Mn(C*{Gi:i)) over C*(Gij) to Mn[C\Gj)) C Mn(*jGjC*(G,)) (or

Mn(C*(Gi)) C Mn(*j€jC*(G7))), where we identity those images. It fol

lows from freeness in Mn(*jGjC*(Gj)) that the inclusion induces the (diag

onal) injections from tf*(C*(Gy)) to K*(*jeJC*{Gj)) ^ @jejK^C{Gj))

(* = 0,1). Therefore, the exact sequence as in the statement is obtained.

□

Proposition 2.1.2 Let H = *keJ\{ij}Gk * {G% *G{i Gj) be an amalgam of

Gj over a Gij. Then

Proof. By universality, there exists a *-homomorphism from *jejC*(Gj)

onto C*(H). This implies a group homomorphism from K*(*jejC*(Gj)) to

K*(C*(H)). Note that any element (in particular, projection) of Mn(C*(H))

can be viewed as that of Mn(*j€jC*(Gj)), so that the group homomorphism

is onto. Furthermore, the quotient group obtained in the lemma above can

be viewed as a subgroup of K*(C*(H)). Therefore, we obtain the isomor

phism as in the statement. □

Theorem 2.1.3 Let C*(*ijejGi *Gij Gj) be the full group C*-algebra of a

multi-amalgam *ijejGi *^. Gj of discrete groups Gi, Gj over their inter

sections Gij. Then

K.{<r(*UejGt *Gij Gj)) - Km(CT(*jejGj))/(K.(Cr{Gij)))iii

where (K*(C*(Gij)))ij means the subgroup generated by K*(C*(Gij)) in
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Proof. This can be proved using the above proposition repeatedly. □

Corollary 2.1.4 // {K.(C*(Gij)))ij•= ®ijK.(C*(Gij)), then

K,{C\^aGi *Gij G,)) = (BjIUCriGj))/ ©y ^(CT(Gy)).

This is the case where *i,jejGi *criJ. Gj is a chain (or loop) amalgam in the

sense that each Gj is viewed as a vertex and each Gy is viewed as an edge

between G{ and Gj.

2.2 Application to the full C*-algebra of 5Ln(Z)

We now briefly review about multi-amalgams of (discrete) groups, and

about SLn(Z) (n > 3) as multi-amalgams.

Let G be a (discrete) group and (Gj)j 6 J a (finite) family of subgroups

of G. Recall that G is a multi-amalgam of Gj over their intersection sub

groups, i.e., G = *ijejGi *c?<i Gj in our notation above, if the following

universal property holds: For H a group with homomorphisms ipj : Gj —> H

such that (pi — (fj on the intersection subgroup GiDGj, there exists a unique

homomorphism (p from G to H such that <p = tpj on Gj (see [15]). It is not

difficult to see that, the multi-amalgam *ijejGi *Gij Gj has this universal

property.

It is shown by Soule [15, Theorem 9] that the group SL^I*) is isomor-

phic to a multi-amalgam of four copies of the symmetric group S4, one

of the dyhedral group Dq and two of the dyhedral group D4 over their

intersection subgroups.

Moreover, it is shown by Soule [15, Theorem 9] that the group SLn(Z)

(n > 4) is a multi-amalgam of 8 • nC3 copies of 54, 9 • nC3 copies of D4,

3 -nC3 copies of D&, and nC4 copies of the following direct products of finite

cyclic groups: Z4 x Z3, Z4 x Z4 and Z3 x Z3 over their intersections.

It is known (by Serre [13] or [15]) that S4 has two generators a, b such

that a4 = b2 = (a6)3 = 1, and D4 has two generators a, b such that a4 =

b2 = (ab)2 = 1, and Dq has two generators a, b such that a6 = b2 = (ab)2 =

1.

It is known (by Serre [13]) that the symmetric group £4 has two 1-

dimensional irreducible representations and one 2-dimensional irreducible

representation. It follows from this fact that the group G*-algebra G*(^4)

of 54 is isomorphic to the direct sum: C 0 C 0 M2(C) = C2 0 M2(C).

It is also known ([13]) that the dyhedral group Dn for n even has four 1-

dimensional irreducible representations and two 2-dimensional irreducible

representations. It follows from this fact that the group G*-algebra C*(Dn)
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of Dn is isomorphic to the direct sum:

cecececeM2(C) ©M2(C) - c4©M2(C)2.

The group C*-algebra C*(ZS x Zt) of the product Zs x Zt of cyclic groups

Zs, Zt is isomorphic to the tensor product: C*(Zs)<g)C*(Zt) ^ C5®C* = Cst.

It is shown by Cuntz [5] that SL2CZ) is K-amenable so that K-theory

of its full and reduced group C*-algebras is the same. However, the groups

with Kazhdan's property T such as SLn(Z) (n > 3) are not K-amenable

(see [3, Section 20.9]).

It follows from the facts above (especially by virtue of Soule [15, Theo

rem 9]) and our Theorem 2.1.3 that

Theorem 2.2.1 Let C*(SL3(Z)) be the full group C*-algebra of SL3

Then

K0(C*(SL3(Z))) s*

* <* 0 <*

where Gj = S4 for 1 < j < 4, Gj = D4 /or j = 5,6, and G7 = D§, and

Gij = GiD Gj in SL3{Z), and C*(*i<j<7Gj) = *ca<j<7C*(Gj) the unital

full free product of C*(Gj), for the free product *i<j<jGj.

Corollary 2.2.2 We have

K0{C*{SL3(Z))) ^ (Z3 © Z3 © Z3 © Z3 © Z6 © Z6 © Z6)/ZL ^ Z30/ZL,

where L is the number of generators of (Ko{C*(Gij)))ij.

Proof. Let % = C*(Gj) for 1 < j < 7. Note that we have

2 0

for 2lj = C*{S4) = C2 © M2(C) for 1 < j < 4 since ^(Jl^C)) ^ jRT*(C)

(* = 0,l), and

&j) = ®6K0(C) ^ Z6, KiV&j) ^ ©6i^i(C) ^ 0

for 2t7- = C*(D4) ^ C4 © M2(C)2 for j = 5,6, and 2l7 = C*(A>) = C4 ©

M2(C)2. D

Remark. The number L could be computed from [15]. But this task that

seems to involve direct computation to take a large space would be carried

out elsewhere (or it might be not difficult for specialists on this subject).

Moreover, by Theorem 2.1.3 and the facts above we obtain
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Theorem 2.2.3 Let C*(SLn(Z)) be the full group C*-algebra of SLn

(n> 4). Then

K0(C*(SLn(Z))) -

- 0 -

where G, = S4 /or 1 < j < 8 • nC3 = Ni, and Gj = £>4 for Nx + 1 < j <

Ni + 9 * nC3 = N2, and Gj = D6 for N2 + l < j < N2 + 3 • nC3 = AT3, and

Gj = Z3 x Z3 /or AT3 + 1 < j < N3 + nC4 = N4, and Gj = Z4 x Z3 for

< i < N4+nC4 = N5, andGj = Z4xZ4 forN5+l < j < iV5+nC4 =

ij = dnGj inSLn{Z), andC*^i<j<NsGj)^

the unital full free product of C*(Gj), for the free product

Corollary 2.2.4 For n > 4, we have

K0(c*(SLn(z))) ^

e (e^-^z9) e (e^-^z12) e (®N6-N*z16)]/zL

^ z-3ATi-3Ar3-3iV4-4iV5H-16Ar6 ijL

_ z(6-20-24)nC3+(16.3-ll)nC4+l ijL

where L is the number of generators of (Ko(C*(Gij)))ij.

Proof. Note that we have

KoQij) a* ®3k0(C) s z3, ifi(aj) s e3iri(C) a o

for 2lj = C*(S4) = C2 © M2(C) for 1 < j < JVi, and

Ko(%) S ©6X0(C) S Z6, #!(&,-) S e^xCC) S 0

for % = C*(£>4) S C4 © M2(C)2 for JVi + 1 < j < N2, and

Kq&j) as ©6^0(C) a* Z6, ^(a,) as ®«KX(C) as o

for % = C*(D6) * C4 © M2(C)2 for AT2 + 1 < j < N3, and

KQ{%) as ©9K0(C) as Z9, ^(%) as e9^(C) as o

for 2lj = C*(Z3 x Z3) as C*(Z3) ® C*(Z3) as C9 for N3 + l<j< N4, and

as ©12*r0(C) as z12, ifi(aj) as ©12#i(C) as o
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for 21,- = C*(Z4 x Z3) = C*(Z4) ® C*(Z3) ^ C12 for AT4 + 1 < j < JV5, and

j) ^ 016Ko(C) ^ Z16, i^i(2l^) ^ 016Ki(C) ^ 0

for % = C*(Z4 x Z4) ^ C*(Z4) ® C*(Z4) ^ C16 for 7V5 + 1 < j < N6.

By definition, note that N\ = SnCs^ and

NA = 8nC3 + 9nC3 + 3nC3 + nC4,

and AT5 = AT4 + nC4, and AT6 = AT5 + nC4. By direct computation we can

show the equalities in the statement. □

Remark The number L could be computed from [15] (but its computation

would be complicated), and we could say the similar thing as in the remark

for Corollary 2.2.2.

Moreover, in general

Theorem 2.2.5 Let G = *ijejGi *Gi:? Gj be a multi-amalgam of finite

groups Gj over their intersections Gij = G{ fl Gj, where J = N is the set

of all natural numbers. Then

K0{C*(G)) * Urn K0{C*{Ht))
t—>oo

t-»oo

= lim Zni+-+nt/Zz",
t—»oo

where lim^-^oo means inductive limit of groups, Jt — {1,2, • • • , t} are finite

subsets of J, and Ht = *ij£jtGi *^. Gj, and \Gj\ = rtj for j G J, and Lt

is the number of generators of (Ko(C*(Gij)))ijejt.

Proof It is clear that G is an inductive limit of Ht. Since G and Ht are

discrete, C*(G) is also an inductive limit of C*(Ht). Therefore,

K*(C*(G)) 2* K*( lim C*(Ht)) <* lim K*(C*(Ht))
t—>oo t—>oo

for * = 0,1 by continuity of K-groups. Since Jt are finite, we use Theorem

2.1.3 to deduce the conclusions. Note that C*(Gj) = ©xGGA^nx(C) for

some nx > 1, where G^ means the space of equivalence classes of irreducible

representations x of Gj. Since \Gj\ = \G§\ = nj, we have Ko(C*(Gj)) =

di(C*(Gj))^Q. □
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Remark. The numbers Lt could be computed if Gj are given concretely.

Moreover, we could apply our arguments for more general C*-algebras be

yond multi-amalgams of group C*-algebras of finite groups.

2.3 Generalization to multi-amalgams of C*-algebras

Let *jgj21j be a full free product C*-algebra of C*-algebras 2lj for j E J

a countable set, where if J is infinite, then *jej%Lj *s defined to be an

inductive limit of the full free product C*-algebras corresponding to finite

subsets of J.

Lemma 2.3.1 Let *?ej2lj be the full free product of C*-algebras 2tj. Sup

pose that *Bij is a common C* -subalgebra o/2li and 2lj. Then we have the

following exact sequence:

/or* = 0,1.

Proof. Note that K^^jSlj) =* ®jejK*(9Lj) (see [3, 10.11.11]), where

if J is infinite, we use continuity of K-theory groups with respect to in

ductive limits of C*-algebras. There is a canonical inclusion from the

n x n matrix algebra Mn(Sy) over QSij to Mn(Qlj) C Mn(*jGj2lj) (or

Mn(2li) C Mn(*jGj2lj)), where we identify those images. It follows from

freeness in Mn(*jGj2lj) that the inclusion induces the (diagonal) injections

from K*(*Bij) to K*{*jeMj) = ©jGJ-M2lj) (* = 0,1). Therefore, the
exact sequence as in the statement is obtained. □

Proposition 2.3.2 Let £ = *k£j\{i,j}®ik * (21* *»ij %) be an amalgam of

C*-algebras 2lj over a Q5ij. Then

Proof. By universality, there exists a *-homomorphism from *jGj2lj onto (£.

This implies a group homomorphism from X+(*j€j21j) to K*(<t). Note that

any element (in particular, projection) of Mn(<£) can be viewed a6 that of

Mn(*jGj2lj), so that the group homomorphism is onto. Furthermore, the

quotient group obtained in the lemma above can be viewed as a subgroup

of K*(<£). Therefore, we obtain the isomorphism as in the statement. □

Let *ijej(2li *<Bij 2lj) be the full multi-amalgam of C*-algebras 21^, St

over their common C*-subalgebras *Bij for J a countable set, where we

assume the notational convention as used before, i.e., each 21; (or 2lj) in

^ 2lj is identified in its copy in *fjGj(2li ^^ 2lj) (such as 21& *<gfcgfci
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Theorem 2.3.3 Let *ijej(2li *<Bij 2lj) be the full multi-amalgam of C*

algebras 2li, 2lj over t/iezr common C* -subalgebras *Bij. Then

where (K*(*Bij))ij means the subgroup generated by K*(%$ij) in JFsf*

Proof. This can be proved using the above proposition repeatedly. □

3 Appendix on K-theory and beyond

3.1 The reduced crossed products by free groups

Taken from Pimsner-Voiculescu [12] are those as in what follows.

Let Fn be the free group of n generators gj (1 < j; < n). Let F& denote

the subset of Fn consisting of elements g™1 • • • g™s (s > 0, i\ ^ 22, • • •,

is_i 7^ is, mi / 0, • • •, ms ^ 0) such that ms > 0 if is = k. Note that the

identity element e of Fn is in F^ and gjT^ = F^ if j 7^ fc and gjtFfc = Ffc\{e}.

Let 21 be a unital C*-algebra with an action a : Fn —> Aut(2l). Assume

that 21 acts on a Hilbert space H$ and there exists a unitary representation

v of Fn on #0 such that vgav* = a(g)a for a € 21 and # G Fn.

Denote by Z2(-?0 the Hilbert space of all square summable functions on

a discrete space X in what follows. The reduced crossed product 21 y\ayr Fn

of 21 by a is defined to be the C*-algebra generated by ?r(a) = 1 ® a and

Up for a € 21 and 5 € Fn on the Hilbert space l2(Fn,H0) = /2(Fn) ® ^0,

where (ugf){h) = vgf(g-lh) for fc G Fn and / G l2(Fn,H0). Set ^ = 1^

and ?;j = v^..

Let />, C/j(l < j < n — 1), and 5 denote the restrictions of 7r, Uj(1 <

j < n — 1), and un respectively. The Toeplitz algebra Tn is defined to be

the C*-algebra generated by p(2l), Uj (1 < j < n — 1), and S^.

We have 1 — 5n5* = Pe? where Pe is the orthogonal projection of

/2(Fn,if0) onto its subspace Z2({e},#0). Note that Uj (1 < j < n - 1)
are unitaries and Ujp(a)Uj = p(a(gj)a) for 1 < j < n — 1, and 5*p(a)5n =

PWSn1)'*)-
Denote by K(if) = K the C*-algebra of all compact operators on a

Hilbert space H in what follows. The closed ideal 3 in Tn generated by

Pe is isomorphic to 21 ® K(/2(Fn)). In fact, denote by e(g',g) the natural

matrix unit for K(Z2(Fn)). The isomorphism is given by the correspondence:

e(g',g) •-> w(gf)Pew(g-1)p(a(g)a), where w(g) for g = g^ • • • g*™ is given

by replacing gj with £/,- for 1 < j < n - 1, 5^ with S£ for k > 0 and 5~fc

with (5^)fc for k > 0.
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Lemma 3.1.1 We have the following exact sequence:

0 > 21 <g)K —^—> %n —?—+ 2txia,rFn > 0,

where the map p is defined by p(p(a)) = 7r(a); p(£/j) = wj (1 < j < n — 1),

and p(Sn) = un, and the kernel of p is generated by Pe and is isomorphic

to 21 <g> K.

It is easy to see that p(2l) and Uj (1 < j < n— 1) determine an injective

*-homomorphism d : 21 y\a,r Fn-\ —> Tn. Let i : 2t —> 21 xa)r Fn_i be

the canonical inclusion, so that do % = p. Let an : Z —> Aut(2l) be the

action given by an(k) = a(g%) for fceZ, Let X(2l, an,Z) the Toeplitz

algebra corresponding to the action an (or the crossed product of 21 by

an of Z). Since p(2l) U {S^} C Xn, we have an injective *-homomorphism

Lemma 3.1.2 T/ie following diagram commutes:

1-
id*-(Q(g;rl))*,

Sketch of Proof. Use the following factorization 21 —> £(21, an, Z) —> Tn. □

Theorem 3.1.3 Let 21 6e a C*-algebra. Then there exists the following

six-term exact sequence:

Xla,r Fn_X

^ = i* o (id* — ^(g"1)*) and f/ie mop k is the natural inclusion from

2txia>rFn_i to 2lxia)rFn and ifte vertical arrows correspond to the connecing

homomorphisms in the exact sequence for the Toeplitz extension.

Sketch of Proof. Consider the foUwoing diagram for the Toeplitz extension:

Xa,r Fn)

KX{%n)
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We have the commutative diagram

i^-(a®K)

for j = 0,1. Since p = d o i, the diagram

is also commutative. Now we have that d* is an isomorphism so that

^ : i^(2l ® K) —> ATj(Xn) can be replaced with z* o (id* — a(5~1)*) :

()» if^a )darFn_i). □

Corollary 3.1.4 We have Ko(C*(Fn)) = Z whose generator is [1], and

jRTi(C*(jFn)) = Zn whose generators are [uj] (1 < j < n).

Sketch of Proof Let 21 = C and a trivial in Theorem 3.1.3. Then we have

#o(Cr*(Fn_i) ^ K0(C*(Fn)) for n > 1, where C*(F0) = C. This shows

For jK"i, we obtain the following:

where the map iiTi(C*(jPn)) —> Z is given by the index corresponding to the

extension: 0 -> K -> Xn -^ Cr*(Fn) -^ 0. Since un G C;(Fn) has index 1,

it follows that Ki(C*{Fn)) is isomorphic to the sum fc*(#i(C*(Fn_i))) ©

Z[itn], where fc* is injective. Repeating this argument we obtain the con

clusion. □

Corollary 3.1.5 There exists no non-trivial projection ofC*(Fn).

Sketch of Proof. There exists a faithful tracial state r on C*(Fn). The range

of the homomorphism from Ko(C*(Fn)) to R by r is Z by the corollary
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above. Hence the trace of a projection of C*(Fn) can be only 0 or 1. Thus,

the only projections of C*(Fn) are 0 and 1. □

Denote by %n^ the Toeplitz algebra arising from 1^ as 21 x]ajr Fn, and

by dn,k the corresponding connecting homomorphism if? (21 xia)T. Fn) —>

Kj+i(fH®K). Define

= {^1 0 ' • * 0 Xn e e£=i1n,fc \Pn,l(xi) = • • • = PnAxn)}

as a fibered product of %n^ over 21 xiajr Fn, where pnjfc : Xn^ —> 21 xiajr Fn

(1 < fc < n) are surjections. Thus, there exists the following:

0 -> 0n(2t ® K) -> <Bn -> 21 xa,r Fn -> 0.

Consider /9n}fc : 21 —> Jn>fc as p for fc = n and consider

pn : 21 -> Q5n, /^(o) = eJ

Then Tn?fc is generated by pn,fc(2t), Sn,k, and [/n)fcj for 1 < j < n and j ^ fc.

Also, Q3n is generated by the isometries:

<Tnj = UnXj 0 • • • 0 ^n,j-l,j 0 5nJ 0 UnJ+lj 0 • • • 0 Un,nj

for 1 < j < n and pn(2l). There exist unital *-homomorphisms dn : 55n-i —^

QSn such that dn(pn-i(a)) = pn(a) and dn(crn_ij) = anj for 1 < j < n- 1.

Theorem 3.1.6 There exisis i/ie following six-term exact sequence:

0^0(21) —^ IU

s]

Sketch of Proof. The extension

0 -» ©n(2l ® K) -»«Bn -♦ 21 x)a,r Fn -> 0

gives rise to the following diagram:

xa>r Fn)

I
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where the vertical arrows coincide with 6. We have the isomorphisms (pn)* '•

► ifj(93n), so that what we need to prove is the commutativity of

0*1^(21 ®K) > KjtfBn)

since the composition of pn : 21 —> Bn with 25n —> 21 xiair Fn is tt. To prove

the commutativity, consider the C*-algebra generated by pn(2l) and anj,

which is isomorphic to the Toeplitz algebra for the action aj : Z —> Aut(2l)

defined by aj(m) = a(5™) for m G Z. □

3.2 The reduced C*-algebras of certain free product groups

Taken from Lance [7] are those in what follows.

Denote by A the left regular representation of a discrete group G defined

by A(g)5/l = 5gh for 3GG, where 5h is the function taking value 1 at h and

0 elsewhere, and the family {5h : h € G} forms the canonical orthonormal

basis of 12(G). The reduced group C*-algebra C*{G) of G is generated by

{Kg) '.g^G).
We say that a representation Ai of G on 12{G) has a fixed point if, for

some unit vector f in /2(G), we have Ai(<?)£ = £ for all g G G. Let IK be

the closed ideal of all compact operators in the C*-algebra B(/2(G)) of all

bounded operators on 12{G).

The group G has property A if A considered as a representation of the

full group C*-algebra C*(G) is K-homotopic to a representation Ai which

has a fixed point.

Theorem 3.2.1 Any countable amenable discrete group has property A.

Sketch of Proof. To say that Ai has a fixed point is the same as to say that

Ai contains the trivial representation r of G as a subrepresentation. If G

is finite, then A contains r. □

For G = Z, constructed is a K-homotopy as follows. Given a 2 x

2 unitary matrix u, we can associate with u a unitary operator uA on

/2(Z) by assuming that u acts on the subspace genetated by #o and <5i by

multiplication and on the orthogonal complement trivially. Let A be the left

regular representation of Z, which is just the shift on Z2(Z). Let (iit)te[o,i]

be a continuous path of 2 x 2 unitary matrices between the identity matix

and

0 1\ , - . , (ct st
^ where, tor instance Ut =
oy \st ct
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ct = (1 + enit)/2 and st = (1 - efftt)/2, and define At(l) = wfAA(l). This

gives a K-homotopy At of Z between A and a representation that fixes 5o-

Proposition 3.2.2 The free group Fn of n generators has property A.

Sketch of Proof. Let Qj (1 < j < n) be generators of Fn and Gj the subgroup

generated by one generator gj. Let A be the left regular representation of

Fn. Define unitary operators Xt(dj) (0 < t < 1) as follows. On the subspace

l2(Gj) = /2(Z), Xtidj) is a copy of the operator At(l), and on the orthogonal

subspace l2(Fn\Gj) the operator Xt{9j) is equal to A(#j). Then At extends in

a unique way to a unitary representation of jPn, which gives a K-homotopy

from A to a representation which fixes 8e. □

Proposition 3.2.3 A nonamenable discrete group with property T cannot

have property A.

Sketch of Proof. Suppose that a nonamenable discrete group G has prop

erty T. There exist a finite subset F of G and e > 0 such that if ifr is a

representation of G on a Hilbert space H and £ is a unit vector of H such

that \\il>(g)£ — £|| < e for jeF, then ij; contains the trivial representation

r. It follows that if i/j contains r weakly, then ^ contains r.

Suppose that G also has property A. Let (At) be a K-homotopy between

the left regular representation of G and a representation which contains r.

Let X = {t G [0,1] : At contains r}. Since G has property T, the set X is

open. On the other hand, it is easily seen that the set of all t for which

At weakly contains r is closed, so that X is closed. Since X 3 1, it also

contains 0, and so G is amenable. □

Theorem 3.2.4 Let Y = T\ * F2, where Fi has property A. Then

o _> i^(q X1*"X2*> x*(cr*(r!) e cr*(r2)) ^±^> tf*(cr*(r)) _> o,

where Xj {j = 1,2) are the natural embeddings ofC to the scalar multiples

of the identity of C*(Tj), and Sj (j = 1,2) are the natural embeddings of

C;(Tj) intoC*{T).

Sketch of Proof. Prom the short exact sequence:

o-+K->E->c;{r)-+o

we obtain the following diagram:

Z > K0(E) > K0{C:(T))

1 I
o
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and we have an isomorphism from K*(C*(Fi)©C*(r2)) to K*(E). It follows

that the map do from Xo(K) to Ko(C*(Ti) © C*^)) takes the generator

of Z — i^o(K) to the class \p <g> li] — \p ® I2], where lj are the units of

C*(Tj) and p is a compact operator, from which one has d* = xi* — X2*-

Since G*(Fi) is finite and has a canonical trace, [p <8> li] can not be zero

of Ko(C*(Ti)). Therefore, do is not zero. It follows that the index map

from Ki(C*(T)) to Z is zero. Thus, the above diagram splits into two short

exact sequences, as desired. □

Corollary 3.2.5 Let Gj (1 < j < n) be countable amenable discrete groups

and F their free product. Then

Sketch of Proof Use induction for (*j=1Gj) and Gfc+i for 1 < k < n — 1.

□

Taken from Natsume [8] are those in what follows.

Let G be a countable discrete group and H a subgroup of G. Let

A~ be the unitary representation of G on 12(G/H) induced from the left

multiplication.

Definition 3.2.6 The pair (G, H) has (relative) property A if there exists

a family (At) of unitary representations of G on 12{G/H) such that Ao =

A", Xi(g)Se- = Se- for any g G G, (A^) is a K-homotopy, i.e., for each

x e C*(G), the map G 3 t i-> Xt(x) is a continuous path in B(Z2(G/#)),

and At(x) - A"(a;) G K(Z2(G/#)), and Xt(h) = X~(h) for any heH.

In particular, G has property A in the sense of Lance if the pair (G, {e})

has (relative) property A.

Theorem 3.2.7 Let F be an amalgam of countable discrete groups G and

H over a common subgroup K. Assume that (G, H) has property A. Then

the following six-term exact sequence holds:

for the reduced crossed products of a C*-algebra 21 by K, G, H, and T,

where /j,1 and ji2 are the inclusions from 2lxrjftT £o2lxirG and 21 xir H
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respectively, and v1 and v2 are the inclusions from 21 xr G and 21 xr H to

21 xi r F respectively.

Remark. If K is trivial, this theorem coincides with Lance's result.

If H is a normal subgroup of G, and the quotient group G/H has

proptery A, then (G, H) has property A. Any countable amenable group

has property A, so that if G/H is amenable, then (G, H) has property A.

Example 3.2.8 Let G = Fnbe the free group with n generators and H

its subgroup generated by k ones of n generators. Then the pair (G, H)

has property A.

Since SL2(Z) = Z4 *Z2 Z6, it follows that K0(C*(SL2(Z))) 2* Z8 and

Furthermore, we have tfo(Gr*(Zm*ZfcZn)) S jrn^n-k ajid

Zn)) = 0.

3.3 The reduced C*-algebras of HNN groups

Taken from Anderson and Paschke [1] are those in what follows.

Proposition 3.3.1 Let T = G*k H be an amalgam of countable groups G

and H over a common subgroup K and % the associated Toeplitz extension.

Assume that G is a subgroup of a group Gf. Let F' = G1 *k H and V the

associated Toeplitz extension. Then there is a canonical *-monomorphism

<p from T to %' such that the following diagram commutes:

o > y v v > Gr*(ro ► o

II T t t II

II *l H I II
0 > 3 > X > C*(T) > 0

where the first and second horizontal sequences are the Toeplitz extensions.

Let G be a group and A its subgroup with 0 : A —> G & monomorphism.

Let T = G*a be the corresponding HNN group by the Higman-Neumann-

Neumann construction, that is, F is generated by G and an element sgF

such that sas"1 = 6{a) for a G A, with the universal property. The group

F can be viewed as a semi-direct product H xi Z, where

H = • - - *4 G *a G *a G *a • • •

is the amalgam of copies of G over copies of A injected left and right by 6

and the inclusion i : A C G, and Z acts on H by the shift.
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Let Gi, • • • , Gn be countable groups and Ak a proper subgroup of G

and Gfc+i for 1 < fc < n - 1. Let Fn = Gi *^t G2 *a2 "' *An-i Gn- Then

Tn = (Gi *^ G2 *A2 " • • *Afc_

for each k. Let

0 - 3fc <* Cr*(Afc) ® K -> Tfc -^ Cr*(rn) -> 0

be the corresponding Toeplitz extension. Define the pullback T as

X = {(tfc) G e^Tn-l I TTi(ti) = 7T2(t2) = • • • = 7Tn_i(tn_i)}

with the quotient map ?r : T —> C*(Fn) whose kernel is ffi£~J3fc- We have

the following commutative diagram:

Theorem 3.3.2 Suppose that the pairs (Gi, A\), • • • , (Gn_i, An_i)

property A of Natsume. Then ®1j=1K^(C*(Gj)) is isomorphic to K

Corollary 3.3.3 In the same situation as above, it follows that

Theorem 3.3.4 Let V be an inductive limit ofTn as above (and F_n de

fined similarly). Suppose that each pair (Gk.Ak) has property A of Nat

sume. Then

ifi(C?(r)) < (Bf

Now let Fi be the set of reduced words in F = G*a ending in sA.

Note that /2(Fi) reduces A(G) and is invariant for A(s), where A is the left

regular representation of F on /2(F). Let S and (3(g) for g G G denote
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respectively the restrictions of A(s) and X(g) to J2(Fi). Let 2) be the C*-

algebra generated by S and f3(G).

Let R be the unitary on /2(F) corresponding the right multiplication

by 5. For any x G F, we have xsn G Fi for sufficiently large n. Note that

R-nSRn -> A(s) and R-nf3(g)Rn -> \{g) for 5 G G in the strong operator

topology. Thus we obtain a *-homomorphism tt : 2) —> C*(F) such that

tt(5) = A(s) and n o p = \\G. Let # = 1 — SS* the projection from /2(Fi)

onto 12{sA). Then the kernel of n is the closed ideal of 2) generated by q.

Denote by Q the ideal. We have Q ^ C*(A) ® K.

For this, let {^Ojfli? • •" } be coset representatives for G/A with go = e

the identity element. Let {too? hi? * • * } be those for G/0(A) with /io = e.

Each element of Fi can be written uniquely in the forms

hixshi2s • • • hinshin+1sa,

where n > 0,o 6 i, and each hiks (1 < k < n) may be replaced with

gjks~l, and go is not allowed to lie between s and s"1, and ho is not done

between s"1 and 5. Denote by fio the set of products of these forms in

which a = e. Let £1 = fios~~5, which is the union of G, words ending in

sG, and words ending in s~1(G \ 0(A)), and is also the difference set of

F from words ending in s~10(A). Also, Fi is the union of the elements

wsA for w E fi. For w G fi, let Vw be the corresponding product in 2).

The isomorphism of C*(A) ® K(/2(fi)) with Q is obtained by identifying

12(A) <8>/2(fi) with Z2(Fi) via the bijection A x fi 3 (a, w) »-► wsa G Fi, from

which A>i(a) <g> ^/^ is mapped to Vw>/3(0(a))qV£, where a G A and A^ is

the left regular representation of A, and Ew^w is the rank one projection

associated with w1 and w. Note that f3(0(a)) commutes with q.

There is a homomorphism <p : F = G*a -^ % annihilating G with

ip(s) = 1. For z G T, define a unitary operator Uz on /2(Fi) multiplying

the basis element corresponding to 7 G Fi by z^^. Conjugation by Uz

gives an action a of T on 2) fixing (3(G) and spinning 5. Let 2)o be the

subalgebra of 2) fixed by a. Define <j0 : 2)0 -♦ (1 - g)2>0(l -?)c!Do by

ao(x) = SxS*.

Proposition 3.3.5 The crossed product o/2)o by the endomorphism ao is

2).

Let 35~ denote the crossed product of 25o by ao, which is the univer

sal C*-algebra generated by 2)o and an isometry S~ such that S~x(S~)* =

ao(x) for x G 2)o- By universality, there is an action a" of T on 35~

fixing 2)o and spinning 5~, and there is a map ^ : 35~ -♦ 2) sending

S"^ to 5, whose restriction to 2)q is the identity map. For each z G T,
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if) o a~ = az o %j). Integrating a~ and a yields faithful conditional expecta

tions E~ : 2)~ -> ©o and J5 : © -> 33O- We have i(joE~ = Eoip. If y G £>~

and VG/) = 0, then ijj{E~{y*y)) = E{i/j{y*y)) = 0. Since £~(y*y) € 3)0, so

E~(y*y) = 0. Hence y = 0. Thus i/; is an isomorphism. □

Let ilk = 0 H <^~1(fc) for k G Z. Define Q^ to be the closed subalgebra

of Do generated by the elements Vwt(3(0(a))qV£ for w,wf G £2* and a G A.

This is a closed ideal of 2)q and isomorphic to C*(A)®K(l2(Qk))' We have

Qn®o = ®°?ooQk- Thus,

Note that

H = •- *i4_1 G_

where Gk = shGs~h and A^ = shAs~k = sk~16(A)sl~k. If we assume that

(G,0(A)) has property A, then the following is exact:

■ • • -> K^CXH)) - e~oo K0(C*r(Ak))

-> 0^ K0{C;(Gk)) - K0(C*r(H)) -,..-.

Assume that A^G ^ 0{A). For fc > 0, define $fc : C7r*(G) -» 2)0 by

= Skf3(g)(S*)k. Since 5 is an isometry, $fc is a *-monomorphism.

Lemma 3.3.6 Given j > 1, i/iene existxj,yj € S)o swc/i thatXjS^(S*yXj

Hy* = i.

j = 1, it follows that (1 — g)S)o(l — ?) wo /wW corner

Proo/. Note that 1 - Sj(S*)j is the projection of Z2(ri) onto 12(sAUs2AU

• • -\JsjA). Take 5 G G\6(G). Then l-P(g)Sj(S*)jP{g~1) is the projection

onto /2(5sAU3s2AU- • -Ugs-M), and is orthogonal to l-Sj(S*)j. Therefore,

Sj(S*)j + P{g)Sj(S*)jP(g-1) = 2 - p for p a projection of S)o. Take x^ =

(2-p)-1/2and%=^/3(5). D

For j > 1, define $_, : Cr*(G) ^ S)o ® M2(C) by

for 5 G Cr*(G). Note that iJ^/J] = 10 0 (the diagonal sum). Then $_, is

a *-monomorphism.

Lemma 3.3.7 For all k eZ, we have
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Lemma 3.3.8 The following diagram for k G Z commutes:

K*(Qk) >

Define $ : 0~TO-MC;(Gfc)) -> #*CDo) to be the map obtained by

summing the maps ($&)*, where each Gk is identified with G.

Lemma 3.3.9 Suppose that A ^ G ^ 0(A) and (G, 0(A)) has property A.

Then the map $ : ©^oo^*^*^)) ~~> ^*(®o) ^ an isomorphism inter

twining the forward shift on the direct sum with (ao)* on if* (Do).

Sketch of Proof Consider the following diagram:

)o) > K0(C*(H))

t t ||

K0(C*(H))

where L^ = ©??00ifo(Cf*(i4)). The top sequence is exact, which comes

from Do —> C*(H) after identifying the kernel of this map with ©^oqC*^)®

K. The bottom sequence is also exact. The vertical map between L^ is

the backward shift. Those squares are commutative. The desired isomor

phism follows from the five-lemma. D

Let 05 be a unital C*-algebra and p a unital *-monomorphism of 05 into

itself. An isometry V is a (Q5,p)-isometry if V acts on a Hilbert space on

which 55 is faithfully represented and satisfies bV = Vp(b) for all b G 05.

This condition forces VV* to commute with 95. We say that V is faithful

if b i—► 6(1 — VV*) is injective on 55.

Lemma 3.3.10 Let V be a faithful (55,/?)-isometry. For a (55, p)-isometry

W, there is a *-homomorphism <p from the C* -algebra generated by 55 and

V to that by 55 and W such that <p(b) =b forbe*B and <p(V) = W.

Theorem 3.3.11 If V is a faithful (55, p)-isometry, then the inclusion

from 55 to the C*-algebra generated by 55 and V induces an isomorphism

on K-theory.

Corollary 3.3.12 Whenever G = 9(A), the map /3 : C*(G) -> 2) induces

an isomorphism on K-theory.
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Proof. The isometry S is a (C*(G), p)-isometry, where p = 6 1 : C*(G) —>

Cr*(A) C C;(G) comes from 0"1 : G -> ^ C G. The defect space of 5 is

12(sA) = l2(Gs), on which /?(Gr*(G)) acts faithfully. □

Theorem 3.3.13 Let G be a countable group and A its subgroup with 0 :

A —> G a monomorphism. Let T = G*a be the corresponding HNN group.

If either (G, A) or (G, 0(j4)) ftas (relative) property A, there is the following

exact sequence:

K0(C*(A))

where i*, j*, and 0* are induced from the inclusions % : A —► G, j : G —» F,

and (9 : A -> G.

o/ Proof. Consider the case where A^G ^ 0(A) and (G, 6(A)) has

property A. The Toeplitz algebra 2) is the crossed product of S)o by the

endomorphism ao : 2)o —► (1 — ^)2)o(l - <?)> whose range is a full corner of

2)o> so that we have the following exact sequence:

^^ - ^o(S) - • • • .

When we identify K*(2>o) with ©^/^(C^G)), the map (ctq)* becomes

the forward shift. Hence (cjo)* — id has trivial kernel, and the image of

K*(C*(G)) in ^(Do) under ($o)* is mapped isomorphically onto K*(D).

Hence /?* : K*(G*(G)) —> K*(5)) is an isomorphism. The exact sequence in

the statement is now seen to be the exact sequence of K-groups associated

with the extension:

0-+Q-+2)->G;(r)->0.

If G = 0(A), in which case the property A is superfluous, then /3 is an

isomorphism. The remaining cases are obtained by interchanging the roles

of Aand0{A). □

Theorem 3.3.14 Let Gi, • • • , Gn be countable groups and A\> • • • , An sub

groups with imbeddings ij : Aj —> Gj and 9j : Aj —► Gj_i (1 < j <n), i.e.,

a loop of groups with length n, with fundamental group A. Assume that all

the pairs (Gj, Aj) have property A. Then
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The map from ®^=1K*(C*(Aj)) to ©^_1i(r*(C*(Gj)) sends the summand

K,{C*T{Aj)) to K.(Ct(Gj-i))(BK*{C;iGj)) via (-(9j)., (i,),). The map

from ©?=i-K*(C*(Grj)) to K*(C*(A)) sums the maps induced on K-theory

by the natural injections C*(Gj) —> C*(A).

Remark. The fundamental group A for the loop of groups is defined as

follows. For each j, break the loop at Aj and let

Then Aj is a subgroup of Fj via ij : Aj —> Gj, and we have Oj : Aj —► Fj

via 6j : Aj —> Gj_i. Let Aj = Fj*^ in this sense. The groups Aj are all

isomorphic. Define A to be a single group identified with Aj.

Sketch of Proof. We identity A with Aj = Fj*^. via 6j (1 < j < n) and

form ttj : 2)j —» C*(A) as before. Let (tt, 53) be the pullback of (ttj^j) as

before. The strategy is to obtain the exact sequence in the theorem as the

exact sequence of K-groups induced by tt : 2) —> C*(A). The main thing is

to exhibit an isomorphism of If*(2)) with ©j=1X*(C*(Gj)). □

3.4 The reduced C*-algebras of one-relator groups

Taken from Beguin, Bettaieb, and Valette [2] are those in what follows.

A one-relator group F has a presentation F = (X|r), where X is a count

able set of generators and the relator r is a cyclically reduced word in the

free group F(X) on X. The class of one-relator groups contains fundamen

tal groups of closed surfaces, groups of torus knots, and Baumslag-Solitar

groups. Write r = sn, where n > 1 and s is not a power in F(X). It is

known that F is torsion-free if and only if n = 1. Denote by f the image of

r in the abelianized group F(X)ab.

Theorem 3.4.1 Let F = (X\r) be a one-relator group, with r = sn as

above. Then

u (r>*(r\\ ~ ■ ~ VJ ' w trivial infzn+1 iff is

\zn if not.

Moreover, in the second case, it is generated by the n spectral projections

of s in C*(F). In particular, ifT is torsion-free and f ^ 0, then Ko(C*(T))

is generated by the class of the unit.

Any discrete group F is embedded into the unitary group of C*(F),

which is mapped to Ki(C*(T)) so that by composition, a homomorphism
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from F to Ki(C*(T)) is obtained. As K\ is an abelian group, there is a

homomorphism fcp from the abelianized group Fa6 of F to Ki(C*(T)). It is

known in general that fcp is rationally injective.

Theorem 3.4.2 Let F = (X\sn) be a one-relator group. Let (s) be the

finite cyclic group generated by s G Fab. Then

—* \S) —* ■*- > ^lv^y v-^ // — ^*

/n particular, if F is torsion-free, then kr is an isomorphism.

For any group F, there is a homomorphism /? : Tab —■> JCf (£T) the

F-equivariant ifi-homology for .BF the universal space for F-proper actions

such that fx\ o (3 = fcr-

To prove the theorems above,

Lemma 3.4.3 Let F be a group acting properly on an oriented tree X,

then /iQ • Kq(ET) —> Ko(C*(T)) is an isomorphism.

Let F = Zn * Fk and s the generator of Zn. Then /jLq is an isomor

phism, and Ko(C*(r)) = Zn is generated by the n spectral projections of s.

Furthermore, the following diagram:

Kl(ET)

rab = zn e zfc = rab

commutes, where both of the kernels of f3 and fcp are Zn, and /xf is an

isomorphism.

Sketch of Proof. The first part follows from the idea of Baum and Connes.

Denote by X° and X1 the sets of vertices and edges of X respectively. Let

\X\ be the geometric realization of X. Identify every geometric edge oi \X\

with [0,1]. There is the following F-equivariant exact sequence:

0 -> CoiX1 x (0,1)) -> C0(\X\) A Co(X°) -> 0,

which implies the six-term exact sequence in F-equivariant K-homology:

K^(X°) -^ K${\X\) > K^X1)

1 I
K^(Xl) < K\(\X\) +-±-
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where K?(Xl x (0,1)) = Kj+^X1) by Bott periodicity, and the vertical

maps are induced by the coboundary operator d : X1 —► X°. Let S be the

fundamental domain for the action of F on X. Then

Kf(Xk) = exeE,Kj(r • x) =

for k = 0,1 and j = 0,1. Since the stabilizers are finite, it follows that

0 -> K*(\X\) - ©^eiKJV) * ©ieEoKor*(pt) - *Tor(|X|) -> 0.

On the other hand, ifi(C*(rx)) = 0 for a; G Efc (k = 0,1) since the sta

bilizers are finite, Therefore, it follows from the six-term exact sequence

that

o - jfi(c;(r)) - ©yeEi K0(c;(r,))

^ > o.

For a finite group F, we can take EF = point. Thus, the two above exact

sequences are linked by assembly maps as follows:

0 0

k\{\x\)

0 0.

Since the maps d* and i* come from group inclusions, and the assembly

map is natural with respect to group monomorphisms, the thrid and fourth

squares (from the top) in the middle are commutative. The Baum-Connes
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conjecture is true for finite groups, so that the five-lemma implies that

/Xq is an isomorphism. (Note that it is not always clear that the second

square is commutative, so that the five-lemma does not immediately apply

to conclude that /if is an isomorphism.)

For the second part of the statement, let Y be the Cayley graph of F with

respect to {s^1,^1, • • • , a^1}, where s and a,j (1 < j < k) are generators

of Zn and Fk respectively. The graph Y is tree-like: it is the free product

of the n-gon and the 2fc-regular tree. In Y) collapse every n-gon to a point,

to get the 2fcn-regular tree X. In this way, a proper action of F on X is

obtained, which is transitive on vertices. It follows from the first part of

this proof that $ is an isomorphism. Also, K${\X\) = K^pt) 2 Zn.
Furthermore, the last claim follows from the computation of K-theory for

Cr*(Zn*Ffc). □

Denote by F~ the torsion-free one-relator group defined by F~ = (X\s).

It is a fact that all torsion elements in F are conjugates of powers of 5, so that

the map fcp factors through an homomorphism fcp : (F~)a6 —> Ki(C*(T))

which leads to the commutative diagram:

0

Therefore, to prove the second theorem above is equivalent to prove that

fcp is an isomorphism.

We need to use the principle of induction on the length of s. Note that

if only one generator is left in s, then F is a free product of a free group with

a cyclic group, and this is the first step of the induction. For the general

case, we may assume that X = {£, 6, c, d, • • • } with at least two distinct

generators t and b occuring in s. For x G X, denote by ax(s) the sum of

exponents of occurrences of x in s.

Case 1. There exists t G X such that at(s) = 0. Set bj = tfbt'i,

Cj = P ct~~i,"', (j G Z). Rewrite s as a cyclically reduced word s* on

bj, Cj, • • •. Then the length of s' (with respect to X1 = {t, bj, Cj, • • • }) is

less than the length of s with respect to X. Let v and \x be the minimum

and maximum subscripts on b respectively, that occurs in s1. It turns out

that F is an HNN extension if*a, where #=(&„,••-, bm, Cj,dj, • • • (j G

Z)|(s')n), a free group A = {bv, • • • , bm-\,Cj, dj, - • • (j G Z)) if v < m, and

= (cj,dj,- — (j G Z)) if v = m, and the inclusion 9 : A —> H given by

9(bj) = bj+\, 0(cj) = Cj+i, • • •. Similarly, F~ is an HNN extension H~*a,

where only (s')n is replaced with sf to define H~.
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Case 2. Suppose that az(s) ^ 0 for every z € X. Set a = (Jt(s) and

(3 = ai(s). Consider the group G = (y, x, c, d, • • • \sn(yx~P,xa,c, d, • • •))

and the map t/> : F —> G defined by i/j(t) = yx~@, ip(b) = xa, if>(c) = c, • • •.

Then ^ is injective, and G is an amalgam F *(6=xa) (#)• Let si be the

word obtained by cyclically reducing s(yx~P, xa, c, d, • • •). Then <7x(si) = 0

while <ry(si) = (Jt(s) 7^ 0. So G = (y, x, c, d, • • • |5if) is a one-relator group

for which the case 1 is applied. Namely, G is an HNN extension of a one-

relator group H = (j/j,Cj,dj, • • • |(s;)n) with |s;| < \s\. It is not true in

general that |si| < |s|. Let s\ = wk for some k > 2 in what follows.

Lemma 3.4.4 When the reduction terminates with one generator left in

s, then F is isomorphic to Zn * F^, where n is the integer given in (X\sn)

and 0 < k < 00.

Sketch of Proof for the first and second theorems above.

Case 1. Suppose at(s) = 0, so that F = H*a and F~ = H~*a via

0 : A -+ H. Denote by i and i~ the inclusions of H and H~ in F and F~

respectively. We have the following six-term exact sequence:

K0(C*r(r))

(due to Anderson and Paschke). Since A is free we have Ko(C*(A)) =

Since 9* is induced by a unital *-homomorphism, we have 0*[1] = [1], so

that the map id — 0* on the ifo-group is zero. For any g 6 F, we denote by

Sg the corresponding unitary in C*(F), and by [6g] its class in ifi(C*(F)).

Then we have di[6t] = — [1]. This follows as follows. The six-term exact

sequence comes from the following Toeplitz extension: 0 —> C*(A) ® K —♦

2) —> C*(F) —► 0, where S) is the C*-algebra acting on Z2(F), generated by

6h forheH and an isometry S such that 1 — SS* = 1 ® p with p a rank

one projection in K. Since ^ E C*(F) lifts to S G 2), it follows that

ft[,$t] = [l - 5*5] - [1 - 55*] = -[1 ® p] e K0(C;(A) ® K).

Under the identification between K0{C*(A) ® K) and Xo(C*(A)), [1 ®p]

corresponds to [1].

Now observe that there is a group homomorphism p~ : T~ -* Z by

mapping t to -1 and all other generators to 0. Denote by 0ab, (i~)ab, (p~)ab

the homomorphisms on the abelianized groups by 0, i~, p~ respectively.
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For g G r~, denote by g the image of g in (r~)a6. Then the following is

exact:

Consider the following commutative diagram:

Aab _±a_^ Ki(C;(A))

id-eab\ \[d~e*

r(r))

0 0.

By induction, k& and k^ are isomorphisms. It follows from the five-lemma

that fcp is an isomorphism. We also get

vd~°ab

o^-z ((p^)Qb (r^)a6 £-^- (H~)ab.

By induction, the proof for the first case is completed.

Case 2. Suppose that az(s) ^ 0 for any z G X. Then the first case is

applied to G = r*(6=xa) (x) with a = at(s). By the first case, Ko(C*(G)) =

Zn is generated by n"1 J21=o wjks i (fc = 0, • • • , n - 1) and fc£ : {G~)ab -+

K\(C*(G)) is an isomorphism, where G = (y, x,c,d, • • • |sj) with C7y(si) =

a 7^ 0 and si ^ 0, as before.

We have the following six-term exact sequence:

Ki(Ct(G))
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where n(l) = b e F, ^(1) = ft G Z for 1 G Z, and j\ and J2 are the

inclusions from F and Z = (x) to G respectively. The maps (ii*, —22*) on

the K-groups are injective. Indeed,

It follows that ju '■ Ko(C*(T)) —> Kq(C*(G)) is an isomorphism. Since

ji(s) - si and K0{C*{G)) s Zn is generated by n"1 Ep}

(),••• ,n - 1), tfb(C£(r)) S Zn is generated by n"1 E^

)

The following is exact:

o_»z Ul) ' (aJ J) (r~)afc©z 3l J2 ■ (G~)a6-*o

where note that jfb(i) = y- fix, jf(b) = ax, jf(c) = c, and jf6(l) = x.

Consider the following commutative diagram:

0 0

0 0.

Since fcg and ki are isomorphisms, it follows from the five-lemma that fcp

is an isomorphism. □

Corollary 3.4.5 Let V = (X\sn) be a one-relator group withs a not proper

power in F(X), and s^O. Then t*(Ko(C*(T))) = (l/n)Z. In particular,

ifn = 1, then C*(T) has no non-trivial projections, where r is the canonical

trace onC*{T).

A one-relator group F = (X\r) with \X\ > 3 is not amenable since F

contains the free group of two generators (by Magnus).
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Theorem 3.4.6 Any one-relator group is K-amenable.

Sketch of Proof. Use the same induction principle as before. If only one

generator is left in the relator r, then F a one-relator group is either a free

group or a free product of a free group with a finite cyclic group, so that F

is K-amenable (by Cuntz). For general |r|, consider two cases as follows.

Case 1. Suppose that crt(r) = 0. Then F is an HNN extension if*>i,

with H a one-relator group with a relation shorter than r. It follows from

the Serre's theory for HNN extensions that F admits an action on a certain

tree, transitive both on vertices and edges, with vertex stabilizers conjugate

to H and edge stabilizers conjugate to A. By induction, H and A are K-

amenable. For F, we can apply a Pimsner's result that a group acting on

a tree with K-amenable stabilizers is K-amenable.

Case 2. Suppose that ax(r) ^ 0 for every x E X. Then F is embedded as

a subgroup in a one-relator group G to which the first case is applied. Thus,

G is K-amenable, and K-amenability is stable under taking subgroups. □

Let F be a discrete group. The Baum-Connes geometric groups for F

are the F-equivariant K-homology groups Kj(ET_) (j — 0,1) (with compact

supports), where ET_ is the universal space for F-proper actions. Let /ij

denote the assembly map from Kj(ET) to Kj(C*(T)). The Baum-Connes

conjecture is that ^ are isomorphisms. Let chr denote the Chern character

from Kj(ET) to ©^G^Hj+2fc(F, IT), which is an isomorphism after tensor-

ing C, where FT is the F-module of C-valued functions with finite support

on the set of torsion elements of F, with F acting by conjugation. Note that

if F is torsion-free, Kj(ET) = Kj(BT) the K-homology (with compact sup

ports) of the classifying space J3F, and Hj+2k(T, FT) = i7J+2fc(F,C).

Now assume that F = (X\sn) is a one-relator group. Then F has ho-

mological dimension < 2 over C (by Lyndon), so that

#o (M) ®z C ^ tfo(F, FT) © H2{T, FT),

A set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of torsion elements in F

is given by {1,5, • • • , 5n-1}. By Shapiro's lemma,

where Zv(sk) is the centralizer of sk, which gives H0(r,FT) = Cn. The

centralizer Zr(sk) for k > 1 is the cyclic subgroup generated by s, so that

Hi (r, ft) 2* Hi (r, c) = ra6 ®z c,
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It follows that

[C iSae[F(X),F(X))t

10 if. at

It follows from the above theorems on the K-theory groups that

z C * Kj(ET) ®z C.

Theorem 3.4.7 Let F be a one-relator group. Then the Baum-Connes

conjecture holds for V, i.e., the map £ : Kl(ET) -» K*(C*(F)) is an

isomorphism.

Remark. It is known in general that injectivity of the assembly map implies

the Novikov conjecture on the homotopy invariance of higher signatures,

and its surjectivity in the torsion-free case implies the Kadison-Kaplansky

conjecture on projection non-existence for reduced group C*-algebras.

Corollary 3.4.8 The reduced C*-algebra of a torsion-free, one-relator group

has no non-trivial projections.

This corollary and the theorem above follows from a more general the

orem given below.

Let F be a discrete group. Suppose that F acts on a C*-algebra 21 by

automorphisms. The Baum-Connes conjecture for F with coefficients in 21

is that the assembly map /xj from the group Kj(ET_, F) of Baum, Connes,

and Higson to ifj(2l xir F) (j = 0,1) is an isomorphism, where 21 xr F is

the reduced crossed product of 21 by F.

Theorem 3.4.9 The Baum-Connes conjecture with coefficients holds for

one-relator groups.

To prove the theorem above,

Lemma 3.4.10 Let T be a group acting properly on an oriented tree X.

Then the Baum-Connes conjecture with coefficients holds for F.

Sketch of Proof. Let \X\ be the geometric realization of F. It follows

that we may assume ET = \X\. Let 2lx be the C*-algebra accociated

with the simplicial complex \X\ (defined by Julg and Kasparov-Skandalis).

There is a Dirac element D G KKr(^ix^) and a dual-Dirac element rj €

KKT'(C,2l*) such that D ®c V = Hx £ ififr(2lx,2lx), and r? ®^x 2) =

lc e KKr(C,C)- Then it follows that ^ is an isomorphism (by Tu). □
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The above theorem is proved by using the lemma above and the induc

tion principle as before.

Remarks. (1). Let F = (X\r) be a torsion-free one-relator group with

f = 0. Write r as a product of g commutators in F(X). Consider the

associated homomorphism / : Tg —► F, where Fg is the surface group with

genus g. Then the induced map /* : Ko(C*(Tg)) —> Ko(C*(F)) between

the ifo-groups of the full group C*-algebras is an isomorphism. Indeed,

let /iQ : Kq(BT) —> Ko(C*(T)) be the Baum-Connes assemply map defined

at the level of the full C*-algebras, which is natural with respect to group

homomorphisms. Then the following is commutative:

KQ(BTg) -^-> Ko(BF)

K0(C*(rg)) -±-> K0(C*(F)).

The upper horizontal map is an isomorphism and the two vertical maps

are isomorphisms. Hence the lower map is an isomorphism. The Baum-

Connes conjecture for Tg has been obtained by Kasparov in a completely

different way of the equivariant KK-theory, and note that Tg for g > 2 is a

co-compact lattice in P*SL2(M).

(2). Let F = (X\r) be a torsion-free one-relator group. There is a

surjective *-homomorphism tt : C*(F(X)) —♦ C*(F). Denote by 3 the

kernel of tt. Then we have the following:

K0(3) > K0(C*(F(X)))

Kx(C*(F(X))) < Kip).

Then tt* on Kq is injective and tt* on K\ is surjective. It follows that

Kq{3) = 0. In the case f ^ 0, tt* on Kq is an isomorphism. Since

Ki{C*(F(X))) * F(X)a6 and ^(C^r)) 9i Tab * F(X)ab/{f), we have

Ki(3) = Z, whose generator corresponds to the relator rasa unitary in

C*(F(X)). In the case f = 0, 7r* is an isomorphism on K\, so that we have

o -> ko(c*(f(x)) = z[i] -»^0(c*(r)) = z2 -»^p) ^ z -> o.

(3). Let Bn be the braid group on n strings. It is conjectured by

Baum and Connes that K0(C*(Bn)) ^ Z ^ Ki(Cr*(5n)). This is true if

n = 2, since i?2 = Z. It follows that this is true if n — 3, since £3 =
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(4). Let CF be the group algebra of a torsion-free one-relator group

T. It is implied that CT has no idempotents. However, it has shown by

Lewin(s) that CF has no zero divisor.

Now let M be a compact, connected, oriented 3-manifold. We say that

M is irreducible if every embedded 2-sphere in M bounds an embedded

3-disk. A properly embedded, orientable, connected compact surface in

M is incompressible if it is not a 2-sphere, and its inclusion induces a

monomorphism on fundamental groups. An irreducible 3-manifold is called

Haken if it contains an incompressible surface. It is known that if the

boundary dM contains a surface other than a 2-sphere, then H\ (M, Z) is

infinite, which implies that M is Haken. Knot spaces that are complements

of small tubular neighbourhoods of knots in S3 are Haken manifolds.

Theorem 3.4.11 The Baum-Connes conjecture with coefficients holds for

fundamental groups of Haken 3-manifolds. Furthermore, the groups are

K-amenable.

Sketch of Proof. Let M be a Haken 3-manifold. The hierarchy for M is

a finite sequence of pairs (Mi, Fi), • • • , (Mn, Fn), where M\ = M, each Fj

is an incompressible surface in Mj which is not boundary parallel, each

Afj+i is the manifold obtained from Mj by cutting it open along Fj (or

Mj+\ = Mj \ Vj, where Vj is an open tubular neighbourhood of Fj in

Mj), and each component of Mn is the 3-disk. Then the fundamental

group tti(M) is obtained as a sequence of amalgamated products and HNN

extensions. Indeed, if Fj separates Mj, we have Mj+i is a disjoint union

Mj+1 U Mj'+i and tt^Mj) 2 tti(MJ+1) *ffl(Fi) tti(M/+i) an amalgam. If Fj

does not separate Mj^ then two embeddings of Fj into dMj+\ induce two

monomorphisms l,Q : tti(Fj) —> tti(Mj+i) and tti(Mj) = ^(Mj+i)*^^.)

an HNN extension via *,, 0. By induction on the length of the hierarchy, it

follows by Tu that the BC conjecture holds for tti(M). D

Remark. Note that a Haken manifold M is a X(tt, l)-space. This implies

that tti(M) = 7T is torsion-free. Since the assemply map /ij : Kj(M) —>

Kj(C*(n)) is an isomorphism, so that C*(n) has no nontrivial projections.

3.5 KK- and E-theories of amalgams of C*-algebras

Taken from Thomsen [18] are those in what follows.

KK-theory.

Let A and 2) be separable C*-algebras, 2) stable. Let M(2)) be the

multiplier algebra of 2). Then there are isometries Vi, V2 G M(S)) such
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that ViV? + V2V2 = 1 and V?V2 = 0. Define the orthogonal sum a © b of

a,b G M(2)) to be ViaV^ + V^bVf. Similarly, define the orthogonal sum

of maps </?, ^ : A -+ Af(©) by (<p 0 ^)(o) = Viy>(a)Vi* + V2ip{a)V£. A

*-homomorphism </? : A —» M(2)) is absorbing if for a *-homomorphism

7T : -A —> M(2)), there is a sequence of unitaries {£/n} C Af(©) such that

limn_,oo Un((f®7r)(a)U^ = <p(a) for a E A. There always exists an absorbing

*-homomorphism.

Lemma 3.5.1 Let 05 be a C*-subalgebra of a separable C*-algebra A. As

sume that there is a sequence of completely positive contractions Rn : A —>

95 such that limn Rn(b) = b for b G 55. IfniA-* M(£>) is an absorbing

*-homomorphism, then the restriction 7r\r& to 05 is absorbing.

Sketch of Proof We need to show that the unitization (tt|<b)+ : 05+ —>

M(S)) is unitarily absorbing. Consider a completely positive contraction

ip : 05+ —> 2). Then tp o ijjj" : A+ —> Z) is also a completely positive

contraction. Since 7r+ : A+ —> M(2)) is unitarily absorbing, there is a

sequence {W*} C M(3)) such that limn^oo ^©^(a)-W^*7r+(a)W^|| = 0

for o6A+ and lim^oo \\W**d\\ = 0 for d G 2). Since lim*^ i# (6) = 6

for 6 G 95+, it follows that (7r|<3)+ = 7r+|<g+ satisfies the desired condition.

□

Lemma 3.5.2 Let 05 be a C*-subalgebra of a separable C*-algebra A. As

sume that 05 is nuclear. Ifir: A —► M(2)) is an absorbing *-homomorphism,

then the restriction tt|<b to 05 is absorbing.

Proof. Since 05 is nuclear, there are sequences of completely positive con

tractions Sn : 05 —► Fn and Tn : Fn -> 05 (n G N), where Fn are finite

dimensional C*-algebras, such that limTj-.ooTn o 5^(6) = b for b G 05. By

Arveson's extension theorem, there is for each n, a completely positive con

traction Vn : A-^ Fn extending Sn. Set Rn = TnoVn and apply the above

lemma. □

Assume now that 2li, 2I2, and 05 are separable C*-algebras with em-

beddings ik : 05 -» 2lfc for A; = 1,2. Let jFfc : 2lfc -> 211 *<b 2l2 = 2t be the

canonical maps. Assume that 05 is finite dimensional. Then there is an

absorbing *-homomorphism a : 21 —► M(2)) such that a o j*. and aojfco ifc

(fc = 1,2) are absorbing. Indeed, since 05 is finite dimensional, there are

surjective conditional expectations Pk : 21^ —► 05 (A: = 1,2), and it follows

that Pi and P2 give rise to the conditional expectations id^ *r&P2 : 2t —> 2li

and P\ *<b id<2i2 : 21 —► 2t2- Any absorbing *-homomorphism a : 21 —► M(S))
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has the desired property and a does exist by Thomsen. Set ak = a o jk

(fc = l,2). Set

: xak{a) - afc(a)z E 2), a €

^4 = {x E Af(2)) : x(ai o i^b) - (ax o h){b)x eV.be 05}.

It follows that KK0(%k, 2» 9* Ki(Ak) (k = 1,2) and KK°(<B, 5)) ^

Set

A) = {x E M(3)) : x(ai o ii)(b) = (ai o ii)(6)x, 6 E 03}.

Proof. Let x e A. Note that ai o ii(05) ^ ©jLiMnj(C) for some rtj.

Choose a set of matix units {efj : i,j = 1, ••• ,rid, 1 < d < AT} for the

direct sum. Let q = J2d=i 127=1 eu *^e un^ °^ ai ° *i(®)- Define i2 :
M(3)) -> M(S)) n (ai o ^(53))' by

Then ii(x) 6x + S because x commetes with the matrix units modulo 3).

Since R(x) E A)> this shows that A C Ao + 5). Its converse inclusion is

trivial. D

Given a *-homomorphism (p : E —> F between C*-algebras, denote by

ln®(/? the *-homomorphism from E to Mn(F) given by (ln<g)<£>)(e) = </?(e)©

• • -®(p(e) the diagonal sum in Mn(F). Let g© : M(D) —► Q(S)) = M(3))/3)

be the quotient map. Let w be a unitary of Mn(,4). Then ifc((ln ® «i) °

ii)(6K-((ln®a2)ot2)(6) E Afn(2)) for 6 E 05, so define p : KXO(55,S)) ^

1

() (2)) ° (In

where p[u) : »i *^ a2 -> Q(Mn(3))) ^ Q(3)).

Lemma 3.5.3 The extension p(u) is invertible. In fact, the diagonal sum

p(u) © p(u*) is a split extension.

Proof. Note that the diagonal sum u © u* is in the connected component of

the unit in the unitary group of M2n(A). If follows from the above lemma

that there is a unitary w E Af2n(^o) such that u®u* =w modulo Mn(JD).

Then

p(u) © p(u*) = (qMtnVD) ° AdH ° (X2n ®

) o (l2n ® ai)) *© (hn
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Lemma 3.5.4 The following sequence is exact:

^,®) ^i KK°(^J)) —

Proof. To show exactness at KK°(*B,1)), consider unitaries Vk 6 Mn{Ak).

Then (gMn(£>) ° Ad^vi) o (ln ® ai)) *<b (<7Mn(D) ° (In ® ot2)) is unitarily

equivalent to

n() (ln ® a2))

(In®

which is a split extension. Thus, po(i*— i%) = 0. Consider a unitary u G

Mn(A) and assume that [p{u)] = 0 in Exf"1(2l,3)). Since a is absorbing,

this implies

Ad{qMn+im(W)) o (p(u) 0 (gjo o a)) = (qMn(V) ° (In ® a)) 0 (g© o a)

for some unitary VK E Mn+i(M(2))). Alternatively,

o {{qMnm o Ad(ii) o (ln ® ai)) 0 (g© o

(In ® ai)) 0 (g© ° ai),

o ((gMn(a)) o (ln ® a2)) © (gx> o a2))

(In

Hence, W* and W(u® 1) are unitaries of Mn+i(^42) and Mn+i(^4i) respec

tively. Since the product of their images in Mn+i(v4) is u © 1, it follows

that the class [u] is in the range of z* — iJj.

To show exactness at Ext""1(2li *<g 212,2)), note that the composition

0i532) ° P ls zero, so that we consider an extension tp : 21 —> Q(S)) such

that (/? o jfc (fc = 1,2) are split. Since a^ is absorbing, there are unitaries

Sk ^ M2(M(S))) such that

Jk) © (93) ° Oik)) = (#D ° Offc) © (giD ° <*k)

(k = 1,2). It follows that 525* E M2(-4) and that tp © (gj) o a) is unitarily

equivalent to (AdgM2(I)))(Sf25Je)o(l2(8)ai))*Q5(l2(g)a2) which is in the range

of p. In particular, (p is invertible.
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To show exactness at e^Ext""1^, 3)), note that (it-i^UiJ^) = °>
so that we consider a pair of invertible extensions tpk : 2lfc —> Q(2)) {k = 1,2)

such that i*[y?i] = £->[v?2]- Then there is a unitary 5 G M2(M(2>)) such that

° h) © (<?£> ° «2 o «2)).

Adding q® o a^ to (fk we may assume that (pi o ii = ^2 ° ^2- Similarly,

if V>fc : 2tfc —» Q(S)) represents the inverse of ^ in Ext"1 (21^,2)), we may

assume that ^1 ° h = 4>2 ° h> Then we consider the extensions <pi *<g ^

and ipi *<b "02 : 21 —> Q(S)) whose sum /i satisfies that [i o jf^ : 21^ —> Q(2))

(fc = 1,2) are split. It follows that /i and <pi *<b ^2 are invertible. Since

ipk = (^ *<3 y?2) ° Jfc) we are done. □

Theorem 3.5.5 Le£2l = 2ti*<s2l2 6e an amalgam of separable C*-algebras.

Assume that 53 is finite dimensional. For any separable C*-algebra 2),

3U J2t> KK°(®,%)

1 1
ififi(S), a) ^

where i/c : 55 —^ 21^ are embeddings, and jk ' 2lfc —> 21 ane i/ie canonical

maps. Furthermore,

Sketch of Proof. The mapping cone for the embedding defined by 55 9 6

(ii(6),i2(6)) € 2li ®2l2 is given by

C = {(6,51,52) € 55 ® (C0((0,l]) ® ai) ® (C0((0,1]) ® a2) :

The *-homomorphism of Germain G : C —> 521 = Co(0,1) ® 21 is defined

by

i(2t)) * 6(0,1/2],= fii(5i(2
G(b,gi,g2)(t) - t

(5(2 -2t)) t€ [1/2,1).
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Using the above lemma and the Puppe exact sequence of Cuntz and Skan-

dalis, we obtain the following diagram:

-I

Ext-1(2li,S))eExt-1(2l2,S))

where i : 52li © 5212 —> C is given by 1(91,92) = (0,51,52), and p : C —> 55

by p{b, 91,92) = b, and we have the natural identification jFtT-K"1 (-, S?) with

Ext"1 (•,©). This diagram is shown to be commutative. Indeed, note that

G o i is homotopic to ((Sj\), (—SJ2))- Note also the following square:

SoP[ jp*

Ext~1(S%S'S)) G* ) ExtT^SS)),

where fi : KK°(<B,5)) -* Exf^QSjS©) is defined as follows. Realize an

element of KK°(*B, 2)) as a pair (u, a), where iz is a unitary of M(2)) such

tha,tu(aioi1)(b)-(a1oii)(b)u E ©for all be OS. Define//" : 55 -> M^®)

by

/i~(6)/(£) = [£(ai o 21)(£>) + (1 — £)iz(ai o ii)(fe)u*]/(t)

for f e SX) = C0((0,1)) ® 2). Then /x[(w,a)] = [95© o /x^], where g5^ :

M(S1)) —► Q(5S)) is the quotient map. We need to show that qs® o jjT o

p : £ -> Q(52)) is the same as G* o S o p[(it,a)] in Exf^CjSS)). For

A E (0,1/2], G is homotopic to the *-homomorphism G\ : C -^ 21 defined

as Gx{b.gug2){t) = ji{gi{t/X)) for t E (0, A), it = jioi^ft) for t E [A,l-A],

andit=J2(52((l-t)/A))for*G [1 —A, 1). It follows that G*o5op[(u, a)] is

represented by 95^5 o $A for A E (0,1/2], where $A : C -> Af(53)) is defined

as $\(b,gi,g2)f(t) = uai(gi(t/X))u*f(t) for t E (0, A], and it

= [(t - A)(l - 2A)-1u(ai o ii)(6)ix* + (1 - A - t)(l - 2A)"1(ai o ii)(6)]/(t)
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for t e [A, 1 - A], and it = a2(#2((l - t)/X))f{t) for t € [1 - A, 1), where

/ £ 52). Note that lim^o^A^ 91,92) = M~(&) in the strict topology and

that

lim $\{b,gi,g2)<f>\(b',g[,g'2) - ^(W'.Siffi)^) = M~(%~(&') - M~(W)
A—*U

in the norm topology of 52) for (6,51,52)? (^Asiifl^) ^ £• It'follows that
G* o S o p[(u, a)] is homotopic to qs® o /j,~ op.

It follows immediately from the above diagram and the five-lemma that

G* : KK1 (%.,$)) -> lfi<:0(e,2)) is an isomorphism. It follows from the

standard KK-theory argument that G is invertible in KK-theory. This

completes the proof. □

Proposition 3.5.6 Assume the same settings as above, with 2) stable. If

Ext(2lfc,2)) (k = 1,2) are groups, then Ext(2l,2)) is a group.

Proof. It follows that every extension of 21 = 2ti *<» 2I2 by 2) is invertible.

□

Remark. L. Brown has shown that Ext(2l) is a group when Ext(2lfc) (k =

1,2) are groups.

E-theory.

The suspension and the cone of a C*-algebra 21 are denoted by 521 and

C21 respectively, where 521 = C0((0,1)) <g> 21 and C21 = Co((0,1]) ® 21.

Let 2li, 2I2, 55, 2) be separable C*-algebras, with 2) stable, and ik :

23 —> 2lfc (fc = 1,2) embeddings and jk : 2lfc —> 2li *<b 2I2 the canonical

maps.

Lemma 3.5.7 Assume that 05 is nuclear or that there are surjective con

ditional expectations Pk : 21*, —> ijb(95) (fc = 1,2). Lei a : C(2li *<g 2I2) —>

M(2)) 6e an absorbing *-homomorphism. It follows that ao ji oil : CQ5 —*

M(2)) 25 absorbing.

Proof. When 05 is nuclear, it is shown before. When the conditional expec

tations are given, there is a surjective conditional expectation Pi *<b P2 :

2li *«» 2I2 —> ji o ii(05), and thus also a surjective conditional expectation

from C(2li ** 2l2) to C(ji o ii(05)). Note that 21^ *18+ 21^" = (2li **8 2t2)+.

It follows as shown before. □

Lemma 3.5.8 Assume the same assumption as above. For any pair of

asymptotic *-homomorphisms <p = (^)te[i,oo); V> = faMte[i,oo) : C® —> 2),
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there is an asymptotic *-homomorphism \x : C(2ti *<b212) —» 2) and a norm-

continuous path of unitaries {Wt]t^[iyOo) ^n Af2(S)+ such that

{tM) e (iHjiii))^ [M) (/t ii i())]} = o
£—►00

forbeC<B.

Let 21, 2) be separable C*-algebras, with 2) stable. An E-pair for (21,2))

is a pair (W, y>), where </? : C21 —> 2) is an asymptotic *-homomorphism

and W = {Wt}te[i,oo) IS a strictly continuous path of unitaries in M(2))

such that limt-oo ||Wt<pt(a) - (pt(a)Wt\\ = 0 for a G 521. The pair (W, </?) is

degenerate if the equation holds for a G C21. Let Xo(2l, 2)) denote the set

of homotopy classes of E-pairs, where a homotopy is given by an E-pair for

(21, C([0,1]) ® 2)). The direct sum of E-pairs is defined by using any pair

Vu V2 of isometries of M(5>) such that VfV2 = 0 and VXV{ + V2V£ = 1,

to make Xo(2t, 2)) into an abelian semi-group. Denote by Xoo(2l, 2)) the

subsemigroup of A"o(2l,2)) consisting of the classes represented by degen

erate E-pairs. Then the quotient X(2l,2)) = Xo(2l,2))/XOo(2l,2)) becomes

an abelian group, where it is shown that (W, if) © (W*, (f) is homotopic to

the degenerate E-pair (l,y>) © (l,y>).

Given an E-pair (W, y>), we define an asymptotic *-homomorphism W<g>

ip : C(T)®521 -^ 2) such that lim^oo{(Wr®v)t(»®/)-»(Wi)Vt(/)} = 0 for

g e C(T) and / G 521. Then the class [W®(p] of W®(^ in [[C(T)®521,2)]]

only depends on the class [W, <p] of (W, </?) in A"(21,2)). Thus, define k, :

X(2l, 2)) -> [[522t, 2)]] by «[W, y?] = i*[W ® (^], where i : 522l -> C(T) ® 521

is the canonical embedding.

Theorem 3.5.9 The map k is an isomorphism from X(2l, 2)) to [[522l, 2)]].

Given an E-pair (W,(/?), there are asymptotic *-homomorphisms /x^,

i/fc : C2l/e ^2) (A; = 1,2) such that /x1 o i\ = fi2 o i2, vl o %x — v2 o i2, and

ip © (/i1 o ii) ~ i/1 o ix on CQ5. Then limt_oo{Ad(Wi © 1) o v\ o ^(6) - i/t2 o

i2(b)} = 0 for 6 G 503, i.e., Ad(W © 1) o i/1 o ix ~ i/2 o i2 on 555. Therefore

we can consider (Ad(W © 1) o z/1) *s<b ^2 : C2li *5<b C2l2 -+ 2). Define

p : X(<B, 2)) -> [[C2li *s* C2l2,2)]] by p[W, <p] = [(Ad(W © 1) o u1) *531/2].

Lemma 3.5.10 TTie map p is an isomorphism from X(QS, 2)) to [[C2li *5<g

C212,2)]].

Theorem 3.5.11 Assume that 55 is nuclear or that there are surjective

conditional expectations Pk : 21& —> 2^(55) (A: = 1,2). T/ien ^/iere is an

asymptotic *-homomorphism $ : C21i*5<bC212 —> 55 ®K ly/iic/i is invertible

in E-theory.
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Define *-homomorphisms ev* : C21* —* 21* (k = 1,2) by evaluation

at 1, which annihilate the image of 593. Thus we get a *-homomorphism

p : C2li *5<b C2l2 —► 2li * 2I2 that is surjective since ev* are so. There is a

*-homomorphism i : 52li *s<b S2I2 —► C2li *s<b C2I2 which is injective by

Pedersen. Given embeddings i* : 93 —► 21* (A; = 1,2) that proper in the

sense that the closure of i*(93)21* is 21*, the natural map from 5211

to 5(211 *®2l2) is an isomorphism by Pedersen. Furthermore, 5211

is viewed as a closed ideal of C2li *s<B C2I2 in this case.

Lemma 3.5.12 Assume that the closure o/i*(93)2l* is 21* (k = 1,2). Then

0 -> 52li *5tB 52l2 —5—► C2li *5!B C2l2 ^^ 2ti * 2t2 -> 0

i.e., the image of i is the kernel of p.

Proof. Since the image of i is contained in the kernel of p, there is a

surjection p~ : C2li *s<b C2l2/i(52li *5<b 5212) —> 2ti * 2I2 induced by p.

Let g : C2li *5<b C2l2 -> C2li *5?8 C2l2/i(52li *5?8 52t2) be the quotient

map. Define 5* : 21* —> C21* by 5*(a)(t) = ta. Then g o jfc o 5* : 21* —>

C2li *5<b C2l2/i(59li *5-<b 5212) (fc = 1,2) are *-homomorphisms such that

((qoji osi) * (go j2o52)) op" = id. □

Using the identification 5211*5*35212 = 5(21i*<b212) we get the following

extension:

0 -+ 5(2li ** 2l2) -> C2li *5?8 C%L2 -+ 2li * 2l2 -* 0.

Applying the functor £?(©,•) to the above exact sequence we get the fol

lowing six-term exact sequence:

C2l2).

The KK-equivalence between 2li * 2I2 and 2li © 2I2 is induced by the

*-homomorphism J : 2li ©2l2 -* M2(2li *2t2) given by J(ai, a2) = ji(ai) ©

j*2(a2) the diagonal sum, where j'k : 21* —> 2li * 2I2 are the canonical *-

homomorphisms.

Lemma 3.5.13 The following diagram commutes:

£(2),2li*2l2) —^-> £(S),2li*^2l2)

J* -JU-J2*
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Proof. Set

cp = {(/,x) e C(2ii * 2i2) e (C*i *<?* ca2): /(i) = p(x)}

and let I : S(2li * 2l2) -► Cp and £ : S(2li ** 2l2) -> Cp be the *-

homomorphisms given by /(/) = (/, 0) and E(g) = (0,#) respectively.

Then d = E~l o /*. Since J* = j'u + j^, it suffices to show that /* o jj^ =

—E* o jfc*. For A G [0,1], consider the functions ^A and <^a : [0,1] —► [0,1]

defined by tl>\(t) = t for t < X and it = A for t > A, and <p\(t) = 1 — t for

t < 1 - A and it = A for t > 1 - A. Then *A(/) = (j^(/ o Va),J*(/ o ^a))

a homotopy of *-homomorphisms 52l/c —>• Cp such that 3>i* = /* ojj^ and

There is an asymptotic *-homomorphism $ : C2li *s<g C2I2 —»• 55

which is invertible in E-theory. What we need to show is that

±[(evi *5?b 0) 0 (0 *5« ev2)] = (ii*, -t

in E(CQLi *5<b C2l2-2li © 2I2). This is proved by reductions as follows. Let

l : 05 —> 2li © 2I2 be the embedding by t(6) = (ii(6),i2(&)). Consider

the corresponding amalgam C(2li © 2I2) *5<B C(2li © 212)- The projections

Pk '• 2ti ©2I2 —^ 2lfc induce a *-homomorphism j = (j\ opi) *5<3 (J2OP2) from

C(2li ©2I2) *5<bC(21i ©2I2) to C2li *5<bC212- There is also an asymptotic *-

homomorphism $' : C(2liffi2l2)*5<BC'(2li©2l2) to ?B®K which is invertible

in E-theory. It follows that $0j = $' in £(C(2li©2l2) *5<bC(21i©a2), 55®

K).

Now assume that (6*, — ^*)[^'] = i[(ev *s<b 0) © (0 *5<b ev)L where ev :

C(2li © 2l2) -> 2li © 2l2 is the evaluation at 1. If r : ©2(2li 0 2l2) -♦ ^i is

the projection to the first coordinate, it follows that

Similarly, —t2*[$°j] = =t[(0*5<Bidsi1) oj]. Since $ and $' are invertible in

E-theory, so is j. We now may assume that 2li = 2I2 = 21 and zi = 22 = ^.

For the next reduction, consider the surjection P : C21 *s<b C21 —>

C2l*52iC2l. For the asymptotic *-homomorphism $# : C2l*s<aC2l —> 21®K

with 25 = 2li = 2t2 = 21, we have i*[$] = [$#oP] in £l(C2li*5<BC2l2,21®K).

Indeed, the following diagram:
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commutes. Therefore,

= p o k~1[l

= poi* o k

Also note that ((ev *sw 0) © (0 *sa ev)) o P = (ev *s<b 0) ffi (0 *s<b ev)«

For the final reduction, let C = C0((0,1]) and S = C0((0,l)). Let

$o : C *5 C -► IK and $ : C21 *£2i C21 -> 21 ® K be the asymptotic *-

homomorphisms obtained from the cases 2ti = 2I2 = 03 = C and 2ti =

2I2 = 05 = 21 respectively. Since $ = po «~1[ida ® </>o]> it follows that

$ = (ida ® $0) ° Q, where Q : C9L *svi C2t -> 21 ® (C *5 C) is the surjection

induced by the maps id<a ® t\, \A% ® ^2 • C721 —► 21 ® (C *5 C), where

Lk : C -^ C *s C are the canonical embeddings. Applying the functor

i?(C, •) to the extension 0 -> 5 -> C *5 C -> C * C -> 0, we get the

following:

Note that (idc * 0) © (0 * idc) : C * C ~> C2 is a KK-equivalence, with the

inverse given by J : C © C -> M2(C * C). Since ((idc * 0) © (0 * idc)) °P =

(ev *s 0) ffi (0 *5 ev), it follows that

) -^ £;(C,CffiC)

where X = (ev*5 0)e(0*5ev)J|lo#^1 and 5; = ao((idc*0)ffi(0*idc))^1 =
d o J+ = —j1# - j2*. Since £"(C,C) = Z, the above sequence can be exact

if X = ±(6*, —6*).

Theorem 3.5.14 Let 21 = 2ti *<g 2I2 6e an amalgam of separable C*-

algebras, with ik : 05 —> 2t^ embeddings. Assume that 05 is nuclear or that

there are surjective conditional expectations Pk : 2lfc —> ifc(05) (fc = 1,2).

For any separable C*-algebra 3),

, 05)

a are f/ie canonical maps. Furthermore,
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Sketch of Proof. Consider the case where 2li, QI2, and 95 are unital and

ifc(l) = l (fe = 1,2). Using the E-theory equivalence between C2li *s<bC212

and 95 and the KK-theory equivalence between 211 *2l2 and 2li ©2I2 we get

the following exact sequence:

Since the inverse of J in KK-theory is represented by the *-homomorphism

* 0) © (0 * id<a2), and since

[(idai * 0) © (0 * ida2)] o p = (evi *s<b 0) © (0 *<?* ev2),

we see that J"1 o^o $~x = ±(zi*, —22*). This gives us the first six-term

exact sequence. The second one is obtained in a similar way. The non-

unital case is deduced from the unital case by considering the unitization.

□

Taking 2) as C,

Corollary 3.5.15 Under the same assumptions as above,

3.6 E-theory basics

Taken from Blackadar [3] are those in what follows.

Let 21 and 53 be C*-algebras. An asymptotic *-homomorphism from 21

to 05 is a family {<ft}te[i,oo){= {Vt}) of maps (fit • 21 —> 55 such that the

map [1, 00) 3 11-> (/?i(a) is continuous for a G 21, and {^} is asymptotically

*-linear and multiplicative in the sense that

Urn \\<pt(a + 6) - {<pt(a) + ^(6))|| = 0,

lim \\<pt(a*) - <pt(a)*\\ = 0, lim \\<pt(ab) - <pt(a)tpt(b)\\ = 0
t—>oo t-^00

for a,b G a. Two asymptotic *-homomorphisms {y?t} and {^t} are equiva

lent if limi-^oo \\(pt(a) — i/>t{a)\\ = 0 for a € 21. A homotopy between {^} and
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{ipt} is an asymptotic *-homomorphism {A*} from 21 to C([0, l],05) such

that (At(a))(0) = <pt(a) and (At(a))(l) = ^(a) for a G 21 and t G [l,oo).

We denote by [[21,05]] the set of homotopy classes of asymptotic *-

homomorphisms from 21 to 05.

Example 3.6.1 A *-homomorphism <p from 21 to 05 becomes an asymp

totic *-homomorphism by setting (pt = (p for t G [l,oo). A homotopy of

*-homomorphisms gives a homotopy of the corresponding asymptotic *-

homomorphisms, so that there is a natural map [21,05] —► [[21,05]], where

[21,05] is the set of homotopy classes of *-homomorphisms from 2t to 05.

A continuous deformation from 21 to 05 is a continuous field of C*-

algebras over the interval [0,1] such that the fiber at 0 is isomorphic to

21 and the fibers over (0,1] are isomorphic to 05. Every continuous defor

mation from 21 to 05 gives an asymptotic *-homomorphisms from 21 to 05,

where t e [1, oo) is replaced by t G (0,1].

If 21 and 05 are unital C*-algebras, an asymptotic *-homomorphism

{^pt} : 21 —» 05 is said to be unital if each (pt is unital. Any asymptotic

*-homomorphism {(pt} : 21 —* 05 is extended canonically to a unital asymp

totic *-homomorphism {<pf} : 2l+ —► 05+, where </>*(a + Al) = (pt(a) + Al

for a + Al G 21+ the unitization of 21 by C.

An asymptotic *-homomorphism from 21 to 05 gives an asymptotic *-

homomorphism Mn(2l) to Mn(05) coordinatewise.

Equivalent asymptotic *-homomorphisms {(pt} and {ipt} are homotopic

by the straight line homotopy: Xt(a)(s) = s<pt(a) + (1 — s)^(a) for s G [0,1]

and a G 21.

Proposition 3.6.2 Let 21 and 05 be C*-algebras and {^t}te[i,oo) an asymp

totic *-homomorphism from 21 to 05. Then the function 11-> (pt(a) for each

a G 21 is bounded. Indeed, limsupt ||<^(a)|| < ||a||.

Remark. It follows that an asymptotic *-homomorphism from 21 to 05

defines a *-homomorphism from 21 to 05oo, where 05©o is the quotient C*-

algebra C6([l, oo), 05)/C0([1, oo), 05), where C6([l, oo), 05) and C0([l, oo), 05)

are the C*-algebras of all 05-valued, bounded continuous functions and con

tinuous functions vanishing at infinity on [l,oo) respectively. Two asymp

totic *-homomorphisms define the same *-homomorphism if and only if

they are equivalent.

From this, we may view an asymptotic *-homomorphism as a general

ized mapping cone. An asymptotic *-homomorphism <p indexed by (0,1]

with tp\ = 0 may be viewed as an extension: 0 —► 505 —> E —> 21 —> 0. If

tp satisfies limi_+o^(a) = ^(a) f°r a G 21, where ^ is a *-homomorphism,
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then E is just the mapping cone of ip. Conversely, if 05 is unital, then

any extension of 21 by S05 which is concentrated at 0 gives an asymptotic

*-homomorphism from 21 to 05 via the Busby invariant since the multiplier

algebra M(S05) is C6((0, l),05).

By elementary linear algebra, a *-homomorphism from 21 to 55qo has

a *-linear (not necessarily bounded) lifting to C6([l, oo),05). Thus, ev

ery asymptotic *-homomorphism from 21 to 25 is equivalent to that of

*-linear maps. By using a selection theorem of Bartle and Graves, a *-

homomorphism from 21 to 05oo has a continuous (not necessarily linear)

lifting to C6([l,oo),05). Thus, every asymptotic *-homomorphism from 21

to 05 is equivalent to that of continuous maps </?$ that become asymptoti

cally *-linear and multiplicative on compact sets as t —> oo, i.e., for every

e > 0 and compact subset K of 21, there is to such that for t > to,

\\<Pt{x) + \<Pt(y) - <pt(x + Ay)|| < e, \\<pt{x)(pt{y) - Vt(xy)\\ < e,

11^(3)* " <Pt{**)\\ < *, and \\<pt{x)\\ < \\x\\ + e

for x,y E K and AC with |A| < 1. In such a case, the asymptotic *-

homomorphism p is called uniform. If 21 is nuclear, then we can take

such a lifting as a completely positive linear contraction, and the similar

equivalence holds.

Let 21, 55 be unital C*-algebras. A unital asymptotic *-homomorphism

<p from 21 to 05 induces a homomorphism <p* : i^i(2l) —> i^i(55). By sus

pension a map y>* : K0{f&) = Ki(SQl) -> Ki(S<B) = K0{*B) is obtained.

For the non-unital case, we can consider the unital extension of (p.

Proposition 3.6.3 Let 21 and 05 be C*-algebras, with 21 semiprojective.

Then every asymptotic *-homomorphism from 21 to 05 is homotopic to a

*-homomorphism. Thus, there is a bisection between [21,05] and [[21,93]].

Remark. A separable C*-algebra 21 is said to be semiprojective if for

any increasing sequence of closed ideals 3j of a C*-algebra 05, and any

*-homomorphism <p : 21 —> 05/3, where 3 is the norm closure of the union

of 3j, there is a *-homomorphism ij) : 21 —> 05/3n for some n such that

ip = 7T o ?/;, where ir : 05/3n —> 05/3 is the natural quotient map. A separa

ble C*-algebra 21 is said to be projective if for any ip : 21 —> 05/3, there is a

*-homomorphism ip : 21 —> 05 such that (/? = tt o ^, where 7r : 05 —► 05/3.

The universal C*-algebra generated by a positive element of norm 1,

that is C0((0,1]), is projective. It is known that Mn(C), C(T), 5 = C0(R),

the Toeplitz algebra, the Cuntz algebras On and Oqo, and the Cuntz-Krieger

algebras are all semiprojective but not projective.
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Corollary 3.6.4 For any C*-algebra 55,

[[5C,55 ®K]] ^ XiOB), [[5C,555

Suppose that {</?t} and {^t} are asymptotic *-homomorphisms from 21

to 55 and from C to 2) respectively. Then {y>t <g) 1} and {1 <g) Vt} define

asymptotic *-homomorphisms from 21 and 05 to (£+ ®max 2)+, and hence

to (<£+ (8>max 2)+)ooj where (8)max is the maximal C*-tensor product. Since

the images commute, there is an induced *-homomorphism from 21 ®max 55

to (£+ <8>max S+)oo- Since the image is contained in (<£ ®max 5))oo> there is

an asymptotic *-homomorphism ip ® ip from 21 ®max 55 to C <8>max 3)- The

class of (f <g> -0 in [[21 <8>max 55, <£ <8>max 3)]] depends only on the classes of ip

and i/> in [[21, C]] and [[55,2)]]. Similarly, one can replace ®max for <£<8max®

with the minimal C*-tensor product, but it is not obvious in general that

that for 21 ®max 55 is done with. If 21 or 55 is nuclear, then it is done. In

particular, there is a suspension map 5 from [[21,55]] to [[521,555]] defined

by Sip = ids ® ip-

Theorem 3.6.5 Let 21, 55, and (£ be separable C*-algebras, and {ipt} :

21 —► 55, {ipt} : 55 —> <£ be uniform asymptotic *-homomorphisms. Then

{^r{t) ° <Pt} is an asymptotic *-homomorphism from 21 to <£, where a real

valued function r(> 1) on [l,oo) increases sufficiently quickly.

The resulting asymptotic *-homomorphism {up to homotopy) depends

only on the homotopy classes of {ipt} and {ipt}, so that a composition

from [[21,55]] x [[55,<£]] to [[21, C]] is defined. This composition is asso

ciative, commutes with tensor products, and agrees with composition for

*-homomorphisms.

Let ip and t/> be asymptotic *-homomorphisms from 21 to 555. Move

them homotopically to asymptotic *-homomorphisms <//, i// supported on

(0,1/2) and (1/2,1) respectively. Then {ip't + ^} is an asymptotic *-

homomorphism from 21 to 555 whose homotopy class depends only on [ip]

and [V>] in [[21,555]]. Denote this class by [ip] + [rl>].

Proposition 3.6.6 Under the addition above, [[21,555]] is a group, where

the inverse of [ip] is given by ip o (p ® id), where p : 5C —> 5C is defined by

p(f)(s) =

Set £(21,55) = [[521,555 ® K]] for 21, 55 (separable) C*-algebras.

Proposition 3.6.7 Let 0—>3—>2l—>55—»0 6e an exact sequence of

C*-algebras. Suppose that 3 has a continuous approximate unit {ut} which
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is quasicentral for 21 (this holds i/2l is separable). Choose a cross section

a for the quotient map q : 21 —» 05. XTien an asymptotic *-homomorphism

{<M jfawi 525 to 3 is obtained as (pt(f ® 6) = f(ut)a(b) for f G Cb((0,1))

and b G 05.

7^5 dass in [[505,3]] denoted by eq is independent of the choice of a and

Remark. This connecting asymptotic *-homomorphism is defined even for

extensions which are not semi-split. This is the crucial difference between

E-theory and KK-theory because semi-splitness is required in KK.

Example 3.6.8 Let (p be an asymptotic *-homomorphism from 21 to 05.

As before, we have an extension 0 —> 505 —> E —> 21 —> 0 associated with y>,

with £" contained in 21 © C05. Let {ht} {t > 3) be an approximate unit for

Cb((0,1)) such that each ht takes 0 on [0, l/(t + 1)] and [1 - l/(i + 1), 1],

1 on [1/t, 1 - 1/t) and linear on [l/(t + 1), t/1] and [1 - 1/t, 1 - l/(i +

1)]. If / G Co((0,1)), then f(ht) consists of two copies of / transfered to

[l/(t + 1), 1/t] and [1 - 1/t, 1 - l/(t + 1)]. Choose a cross section for the

quotient map E —> 21 which vanishes on [1/2,1]. Then the copy of / on

[1 — 1/t, 1 — l/(t + 1)] has no effect on the asymptotic *-homomorphism

ij) from 521 to 505. Expanding the interval [l/(t + 1), 1/t] to [0,1/2] via a

homotopy converts ip to an asymptotic *-homomorphism homotopic to the

suspension Sip.

Let 0 -> 5C -> CC -^ C -> 0 be the standard extension of C by

5C = Co((0,1)) = 5. The asymptotic *-homomorphism associated with

this is homotopic to the identity map on 5.

For a split exact sequence: 0-+3—>2l—>05—►(), there is an associated

exact sequence: 0—> S3 —> E —>2l—►(), where E is the C*-subalgebra of

C([0, l],2l) generated by S3 and {r(a) : a G 21}, where r(a)(s) = (l-s)a +

s(cr o g)(a), with g : 21 —> 05 the quotient map and <j : 05 —► 21 a splitting.

The class of the corresponding asymptotic *-homomorphism from 521 to

S3 is the splitting *-homomorphism of the exact sequence, denoted by r]q.

This is the KK-element defined by the extension under the identification

between Ext(2l,5J)"1 and KK(%3).

Proposition 3.6.9 Let 0—>3—>2l-^05—>0 6e an exact sequence of

separable C*-algebras. For 0 -> 53 -> 521 -> 505 -> 0 the suspended exact

sequence, eSq = Seq in [[5205, 53]], where Sq : 521 -> 505 «5 t/ie suspended

quotient map.

If the first exact sequence splits, then eq = [0] in [[505,3]].
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Proposition 3.6.10 For a split exact sequence 0 —> 3 -+ 21 -+ 95 —> 0 of

separable C*-algebras, it follows that rjq o [Si] = [idss] in [[S3, S3)], and

[Si] o Vq = [id5a] - [S(a o q)] in [[521,521]], where Si : S3 ^ 521 is the

suspended inclusion and a is a cross section for q.

Furthermore, r]q®[Sq] is an isomorphism from 21 to 3©95 in [[5(-), S(•)]],

with inverse [Si] + [5a].

Corollary 3.6.11 There is a functor that sends KK($L, 95) to 25(21, 95) for

every separable C* -algebras 21 and 95, which respects addition and tensor

products.

Corollary 3.6.12 // tp is the homomorphism from S to M2(525) corre

sponding to the generator of K\{S2S), then [<p] G £(C, 52) is an isomor

phism in E-theory, whose inverse is Seq for the Toeplitz extension of S by

K.

It follows that the Bott periodicity for E-theory holds:

£(2t, 95) 2 £(522l, 95) ^ E(Sl, 5295) £ £(521,595)

for any C* -algebras 21 and 95.

Proof. The isomorphism from 25(21,95) to 2?(522i, 95) is given by tensoring

with s9, or composing on the left with eq ® [id^a]- Similarly, the isomor

phism £"(21,95) = £(2t, 5295) is given by tensoring with [up]. The isomor

phism from £(21,95) to £(521,595) is given by tensoring with ids. D

Set £°(2l,95) = £(21,95) and £x(2l,95) = £(21,595) ^ £(521,95).

Then £x(52t,95) ^ £x(2t,595) ^ £°(2l,95).

Theorem 3.6.13 For any extension 0—>3-^2l-^95—>0o/ separable
C*-algebras and any separable C*-algebra 1),

^— £(21,©) <-£— £(95,©)

ea;ac£ in £/ie middle, where the induced maps on E-theory are given by

compositions. Namely, E-theory is half-exact.

Sketch of Proof. It follows that the following are exact in the middle:

[[52), 53]] -^ [[52), 521]] -^-> [[52), 5®]],

-^> [[522l,522)]] —"*
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where the image of Si* is contained in the kernel of Sq* by functoriality.

Combining these with the Bott periodicity gives the desired exact sequences

for E-theory. □

Corollary 3.6.14 (The six-term exact sequences) Under the same assump

tion as above,

E°(®,3) —^-> £0(iD,2l) —^ £°(:D,03)

£q\ rq*

and

^ ) <-^— £°(03,2>)

Theorem 3.6.15 If F is a homotopy invariant, stable, half-exact covari-

ant (or contravariant) functor from the category of all separable C* -algebras

and *-homomorphisms to an additive category, then there is a pairing

F(2l) x E{% OS) -> FpB) (or £?(a, 03) x F(») -> F(2l))

which is compatible with respect to composition in E-theory, and agrees with

usual functoriality for homomorphisms (respectively).

Theorem 3.6.16 Suppose that KK(2l, •) is half exact for a separable C*-

algebra 21. Then £(21,53) = KK(% 03) for any separable C*-algebra 03.

In particular, i/2l is separable nuclear (or K-nuclear), then the same is

true.

Sketch of Proof There is a pairing from KK(% £) x £(35,03) to KK(QL, 03)

for every S and 03. Setting 35 = 21 and applying for l^t, this pairing gives

a homomorphism from £(21,03) to KK(2L, 03). This is an inverse to the

canonical homomorphism from KK($l, 03) to £(21,03). □

4 Appendix added

4.1 Finite subgroups of GL3(Z) and 5L3(Z)

Taken from Tahara [17] are those in what follows.
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Let c and d be invertible nx n matrices over Z, i.e., c, d G GLn(Z). We

say that c is conjugate to d in GLn(Z) if there is a matrix v G GLn(Z) such

that c = v"1^, and denote by c ~ d. Let if, K be subgroups of GLn(Z).

We say that H is conjugate to K if there is a matrix v G GLn(Z) such that

if = v~lKv, and denote by if ~ if. In these definitions, GLn(Z) may be

replaced with SLn(Z). Note that if n is odd, then matrices or subgroups

of GLn(Z) are conjugate in GLn(Z) if and only if they are conjugate in

SLn(Z).

Note that groups with order < 5 are all abelian. Indeed, they are

the trivial group, Z2 the cyclic group of degree 2, Z3, Z4, Z2 x Z2 the

product group of Z2, and Z5, up to isomorphism. Namely, there exist 6

non-isomorphic groups of order < 5.

Denote by \G\ the order of a finite group G. It is known that if G is a

non-abelian group with \G\ < 24, then each element of G has order either 1,

2, 3, 4, or 6. The following in the next page is the list of non-abelian (and

abelian) groups G with \G\ < 24, up to isomorphism, due to Coxeter-Moser:

Remarks. In the list, denote by Z& the cyclic group of order fc, and by

2)fc the dihedral group of degree k. Denote by Sk the symmetric group of

degree fc, and by A^ the alternating group of degree fc. Denote by Q the

quaternion group, and by (2,2,3) the ZS-metacyclic group.

Recall from some references about some definitions and elementary facts

as follows.

The dihedral group S)n is generated by the rotation r of angel 27r/n and

a symmetry 5 such that rn = 1, s2 = 1, and srs = r"1. Since srks = r~fc,

we have (srk)2 = 1. Note that \Dn\ = 2n and |S)n x Z2| = 4n. The

subgroup generated by r is isomorphic to Zn. The symmetric group Sn is

generated by permutations on n different elements. Note that \Sn\ = n!.

The alternating group An is generated by even permutations on n different

elements. There is a short exact sequence: 1 —> An —> Sn —> Z2 —► 1

induced by signature. Hence |iSn| = [Sn : An] • \An\ = 2 • \An\.

Let G be a (finite) group. The commutator subgroup [G, G] of G is

generated by commutators a~lb~1ab = [a, b] for elements a,b € G. The

quotient group G/[G, G] is an abelian group. If [G, G] is an abelian group,

then G is said to be a meta-abelian group. In particual, if [G, G] is a cyclic

group, then G is said to be a meta-cyclic group.

Any p-group G for a prime number p, with |G| = pk for some A; > 1 is

nilpotent. A finite group G is nilpotent if and only if it is a direct product

of Sylow subgroups, so that \G\ = pk • ql for some prime numbers p and

q and fc, / > 1. Any group with order either a prime number p or p2 is

abelian.
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Table 1: The list of non-abelian (and abelian) groups with order < 24

Order

6 = 2-3

8 = 23

12 = 2'2 • 3

16 = 24

24 = 23 • 3

Total

Number

1

(1)
2

(3)

3

(3)

5

(5)

6

(4)

17 (16)

Group

53

(Zs)
Q

(Z8; Z4 x Z2;

Z2 x Z2 x Z2)

S)6 ^ 53 x Z2

M
(2,2,3)

(Zi2; Z6 x Z2;

Z2 x Z2 x Z3)

S>4 X Z2

QxZ2

(2,2|4,2)

(4,4|2,2)

(r,s, t)

(Zi6; Z8 x Z2;

(Z4)2; (Z2)4;

Z2 x Z2 x Z4)

A4 X Z2

2)6 xZ2

(2,2,3) x Z2

(2,3,3)

(4,6|2,2)

(Z24; Z12 x Z2;

Z6 x Z4;

Z6 x (Z2)2)

Non-abel. (Abel.)

Relation

s* =i2 = (st)2 = 1

(s6 = 1)

P = /<* = k'2 = ijk = -1

s*=t2 = (st)2 = 1
(S8 = l; S4 = S2 = lf

st = ts; )

8*=1? = (St)2 = 1

s3 = t2 = (st)3 = 1

s3 = t2 = (si)2

(s12 = 1; s6 = t2 = 1,

st = ts; )

Omitted

Omitted

s4 = tA = 1,

i-Jst = s3

s4 = t4 = 1,

rst = str = trs

(Omitted)

Omitted

Omitted

Omitted

S4=t6 = 1,

{st)2 = (s~H)2 = 1

(Omitted)

Generators: s,t, • • •
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Remarks. In Table 1 above, each s, £, and i, jf, fc, and i? are generators of

corresponding groups. Note that if n = n\ x n2, and ni and n2 are relatively

prime, then Zn ^ Zni x Zn2, so that Z6 = Z3 x Z2, Zi2 = Z4 x Z3, and

Z24 = Zs x Z3. Also, (Zn)fc means the fc-fold direct product of Zn.

It is known by Vaidyanathaswamy that any element of GLs(Z) has order

either 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 00. Therefore, the order of any finite cyclic subgroup

of GL3(Z) is either 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6.

Reiner determined all non-conjugate cyclic subgroups of order 2 or 3 in

GLs(Z). The case for order 4 or 6 was considered by Tahara. Furthermore,

Tahara determined all non-conjugate non-cyclic subgroups of GLs(Z).

Corollary 4.1.1 There exist 17 non-isomorphic non-abelian groups ofoder

< 24, and there exist 16 non-isomorphic abelian groups of order < 24 and

> 6; and there do 16 + 6 = 22 those of order < 24.

The following table is well known and due to Voskresenskii:

Table 2: Non-conjugate cyclic subgroups in

Order

2

3

4

6

Group

#2,1 — ^2

#2,2 = Z2

#2,3 — ^2

Hz — Z3

#4 = Z4

Generator

(! 0)
(5 0) ~ (I 7)

Corollary 4.1.2 /^ follows from Table 2

groups in 5L2(Z) are #2a 2 Z2, ^3 = Z3,

non-conjugate cyclic sub

Z4, and #6 = Ze-

Remark. Note that if two subgroups in a group G is non-conjugate and if

they are subgroups of a subgroup of G, then they are non-conjugate in the

subgroup. This principle is used in what follows.
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Table 3: Non-conjugate subgroups of order 2 in GLs(Z)

Order

2

Group

O2}i = £j2

O2,2 = ^2

O2j3 = £t2

C2£ = Z2

/I

0

/-i

0
\o

1 °

Generator

0 0 \

-1 0

0 -I,/
0 0\

1 0 E

0 l/
/-I 0

0 0

\0 1
/I 0

0 0

\o -i
L 0 0

-1 0

0 -1

= ie-i2

E-iei2

o\

i
0/
o\

-1
0/

U-13
/

Remark Table 3 follows from a result of Reiner.

Corollary 4.1.3 It follows from Table 3 that non-conjugate subgroups of

order 2 in 5L3(Z) are C2,i = Z2 and C2j3 = Z2.

Without it, a large space had been created below so that we made

Part of Proof for Table 2. Assume that

gs =

a

c d

0 1

1 0

0 -1

-1 0

a b

c d
= tg

in GI/2(Z). It follows that c = —6, d = —a, and a2 + b2 ^ 0. Hence s ~ t.

Suppose that s3 = 1 and t2 = 1. Then s ^ t. Indeed, if s ~ t, then

s = p-1^ for some g 6 GL3(Z). Then s2 = (g~Hg)2 = g~H2g = 1, which

is a contradiction.

a 6 1 0
= 12. It follows that if b = c = 0,Assume that x2 = x * 1 — \ n

a) \\j

then a = ±1 and b = ±1, and if b = c = 1 (or —1), then a — d = 0.

Assume that x3 = 12. It follows that if a = 0, then d = —1 and either

6=1 and c = —1, or b = — 1 and c = 1. □
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Table 4: Non-conjugate subgroups of order 3 in GL3(Z)

Order

3

Group

C3>i 2 Z3

^3,2 = ^3

Generator

/i
f

\o

jo

\1

0

0

1

1

0

0

-1
-1/
°\
1

0/

Corollary 4.1.4 The groups C3)i =

subgroups in 5L3(Z).

and C3,2 = Z3 are non-conjutate

Without it, a large space had been created below so that we made

Part of Proof for Table 3. Assume that

a b\ f\ 0 \ /-I 0\ fa

in GL3(Z). It follows that a = 0, d = 0, and be ^ 0. Hence s ~ t Using this

observation, we have the equivalences —1©1©1~1©—1©1~1©1©—1

among these diagonal matrices. Similarly, —lffi—lffil^—lffilffi—1<^

le-ie-i.

Assume that

in GL3(Z), where 5 = (ay)?^. It follows that an = 0, ai2 = ai3,

«2i = ^31, 023 + a>s2 = 0, and 022 + ^33 = 0, and we have the rank of the

matrix g two. Hence we must have those matrices non-conjugate. □

Part of Proof for Table 4. Assume that

/I 0 0\

g\o 0 -1 =

\o 1 -1/

in GL3(Z), where 5 = (ay)?j=1. It follows that an = a2i = a33 = fc,

^13 = ^22 = I, «23 = ^32 = m, ai2 = 033 = n, and / + m + n = 0, with

ln-m2 = -(Z2 + n2 + Zn) = ±1. It forces that I = ±1, n = =Fl, and

m = 0. But in each case the matrix g is not in GL3(Z). Hence we have

those matrices non-conjugate. □
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Table 5: Non-conjugate subgroups of order 4 in GLs(Z): I

Group Generator

04,2 = ^4

C^s — ^4

04 4 ~~~ "J/j

?l5 S Z2 x Z2

7|6 ^ Z2 x Z2

7f)7 ^ Z2 x Z2

^|8 S Z2 x Z2

?lg = Z2 x Z2

^4,10 — Z2 x Z2

7|n ^ Z2 x Z2

7| 12 ^ Z2 x Z2
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Table 6: Non-conjugate subgroups of order 4 in GL3(Z): II

Group Generator

Cf,i3 = Z2 x Z2

Ca 14 — Z2 x Z2

C|15^Z2 xZ2

Note also that Cf5 ^ G2,i x G2,5 and C?|U S G2,3 x C2|5.

Corollary 4.1.5 Non-conjugate cyclic subgroups of order 4 in SL3(Z) are

G4>i = Z4 and C4,3 = Z4. Non-conjugate non-cyclic subgroups of order

4 in SL3(Z) are Cj6 ^ Z2 x Z2, Cj8 ^ Z2 x Z2; C2>12 ^ Z2 x Z2, and

Several lemmas are put in the following:

Sketch of Prooffor Tables 5 and 6. First of all, find all non-conjugate cyclic

subgroups of order 4 in GL3(Z). Let y G GL3(Z) be of order 4. It follows

from Table 3 for non-conjugate subgroups of order 2 in GL3(Z) that

'1 0 . 0

0-1 0 ) = mi, or y2
0 -1,

Case 1. Assume that y2 = g lmig for some g € GLa(Z).

Lemma 4.1.6 Le£ x G GL3(Z). // x2 is equal to m\, —1 © 1

— 1 © —1 © 1 {diagonal matrices), then x is of the form:

—1, or

or

respectively, where a2 + be + 1 = 0.

1 r%n



Therefore,

B (a )}> a2 + bc + l = 0.

It follows from Table 2 that

a b\ , ^ A) -1

so that the group generated by y is conjugate to C4,i or C\$-

Case 2. Assume that y2 = g~lm2g for some g G GLs(Z).

Lemma 4.1.7 Let x G GLs(Z). If x2 is equal to rri2 or -1 © ( Q

then x is of the form:

(a b -b\ ( a

I \W l+a 1-a / I -1-a2 -1-a 1-a
\ 26 2 ~2~/ \ 26 2 2

respectively, where b^O, a, and (1 + a2)/2b are all odd integers.

Therefore, gyg~l = ±n. We then claim that

It is enough to show that n ~ 777,3. This holds if there is a matrix z G GL$(7j)

defined by

^ -bzu + Lzlk

(a - l)zn - ±%-k bzn - ^k -bz

with k = z\i — 213, and

det(^) = -(^12 + zlz)(2bz2u - 2aznk + (1 + a2)(26)"1fc2) = ±1,

i.e., each factor is ±1. Hence n ~ 7713 if s = z\\ and t = 2z\2 =F 1 = A: with

fc± 1 = 2z\2 are integers satisfying the diophantine equation: (2\b\s + at)2 +

t2 = 2\b\. This equation has integral solutions by LeVeque.
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Next find all non-conjugate non-cyclic subgroups in GLs(Z) that are

isomorphic to Z2 x Z2. Let s, t be generators of Z2 x Z2 such that s2 = t2 = 1

and s£ = £s. By Table 3, we need to consider three cases 3,4, and 5 as

follows.

Case 3. Suppose that s = ±g~1(l © —12)3 for some g G GLs(Z), where

I2 means the 2x2 identity matrix. Since st = is, we have gtg~l{\® —12) =

Lemma 4.1.8 Let x G GL$(Z). Ifx commutes with 1 © (—12), then x is

of the form: ±1 © ( 22 23 J, where £22^33 ~ X23#32 = 1.
\X32 XssJ

Therefore, t = ±g~1(l © h)g, where ti = I*22 X23) with X22X33 -
\X32 £33/

^23^32 = 1. Since t\ has order 2, it follows from Table 2 that t\ is conjugate

to either f J, ( _ J, or ( j. It follows that the group (s, t)

generated by s and t is conjugate to either C|5, Cfj6, • • •, or C| 10, which

are not conjugate to each other.

Case 4. Suppose that s = ±g~x{—1 © I j }g for some g G GLs(Z).

The relation s£ = ts implies

^-H-i©^ J) } = {-i©(J J)}^-1-

Lemma 4.1.9 Let x G GL^Z). If x commutes with {—1© ( ]}, then

x is of the form:

^22 ^23

^22

(0:22 + ^23){^n(^22 — ^23) — 2x12^21} = 1.
Furthermore, if x has order 2, then x is determined among matrices of

9 forms. Also, there is no such matrix x of order 3.

Using this lemma, it is shown case by case that the group (s, t) generated

by s and t is conjugate to either C%8, C|8, C%9, C|10, Cf n, C|i2, Cf 13,

ClM, or Cl15. ' ' ' '□
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Table 7: Non-conjugate subgroups of order 6 in GL3(Z)

Group

Ce,i s* Z6

56,6 —

56,9 — 53

^6,10 — 53

Generator
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Corollary 4.1.10 Only one cyclic subgroup of order 6 up to conjugacy in

SLs(Z) is Cq^i = 7*6- Non-conjugate non-abelian subgroups of order 6 in

SL3{Z) are 5e,5 = 53, S6J 2* 53, S6J = S3, and S6,9 = 53.

Sketch of Proof for Table 7. The case for cyclic groups of order 6 has been

considered by Matuljauskas. Determine all non-conjugate subgroups that

are isomorphic to S3. Let 5, t be generators of such a group satisfying

s3 = t2 = (st)2 = 1. By Table 4, it follows that

/I 0 0\ /0 1 0\

(1): 5-0 0-1 or (2): s ~ 0 0 1 = u.

\0 1 -1/ \1 0 0/

Case 1. Assume that 5 = g~l{\ © ( J}^ for some g G

Since ts = s2t, we get gtg'1 {1 ® L ~1 J} = {1 © f ~1 Ajgtg'1.

Lemma 4.1.11 Let x e GL3(Z). >l55^me t/jai x{l © ( 1} = {1 ©

x. Then x is determined among matrices of 6 types, all o4

have order 2.

// x commutes with either {1 © I 1} or {1 © f . 0)}, then x

is determined among matrices of 6 types.

Using this lemma, it is shown case by case that the group (5, t) generated

by s and t is conjugate to either 56,5, 56,6, ^6>7' or ^6>8*
Case 2. Assume that s = g~lug for some g G GL3(Z). Since ts = s2t,

/0 0 1\

we have gtg 1u = vgtg *, where v = I 1 0 0 1.

\o 1 0/

Lemma 4.1.12 Let x G GL3(Z). Assume that xu — vx. Then x is deter

mined among matrices of 3 types, all of which have order 2.

If x commutes with u or v, then x is determined among matrices of 3

types.

It follows that (s,t) ~ 56,9 or ~ 56,io- D
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Table 8: Non-conjugate subgroups of order 8 in GLz(Z): I
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Table 9: Non-conjugate subgroups of order 8 in GL3(Z): II

Group

2)8,13 = 2>4

S>8,14 = ©4

Generator

Remark. In Table 8, (Z2)3 means the direct product Z2 x Z2 x Z2. It is

shown by Vaidyanathaswamy that there is no cyclic subgroup of order 8 in

GL3(Z). Also, there is no subgroup in GL3(Z) that is isomorphic to the

quaternion group. It follows that any subgroup of order 8 in GL3(Z) is

isomorphic to either Z4 x Z2, Z2 x Z2 x Z2, or 2)4.

Corollary 4.1.13 There is no abelian subgroup of order 8 in SX3(Z).

Non-conjugate non-abelian sugroups of order 8 in SX3(Z) are £)8,7 — ©4

and S)8|n = £4.

To show Tables 8 and 9 above, we use in part the following lemmas:

Lemma 4.1.14 Let x 6 GL3(Z). Ifx commutes with either {1© ( " j} =

uor{l0_ 1} = v, then x is equal to either ±u, ±v, ±(1 © —12), or

Assume that xu = vx. then x is equal to either ±{—1 © ( n)},

±{-1© ( 1 ~q)}, ±(-10 10-1), or±(-l2©l), all of which have
order 2.

(1 0 i\

Lemma 4.1.15 Letx G GL3(Z). Ifx commutes with either 10 0 —11 =

\o 1 0/
/I 1 0\

u or I 0 0 11=?;, then x is determined among matrices of 4 types.

\o -1 0/
Assume that xu = vx. Then x is determined among matrices of 4 types,

all of which have order 2.
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Table 10: Non-conjugate subgroups of order 12 in

Group Generator

?2,i = Z6 x Z2

©12,2 = 2>6

2>12,3 = 2)6

2) 12,4 = ©6

©12,5 = 2)6

2>12,6 = S>6

2)l2,7 = ®6

S)l2,8 = ©6

■^12,10 —
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Remark. There exists no subgroup of order 9 in GL%{Z). Hence the order

of any finite subgroup of GL$(Z) is of the form 2l x ^, where j = 0 or 1.

Any group of order 12, whose elements have order either 1, 2, 3, 4, or

6, is isomorphic to either Zq x Z2, ®6 — S3 x ^2, -A4, or the group (2,2,3).

Corollary 4.1.16 T/iere is no abelian subgroup of order 12 in SLs(Z).

Non-conjugate subgroups of order 12 in SLs(Z) are S?i2,2 — 2>6, ^12,9 — A4,

■^12,10 — ^4, and -Ai2,n = A*.

To show Table 10 above, we use in part the following lemma:

Lemma 4.1.17 Let x G GL3(Z). If x commutes with {1 © ( j} = u

or {1 © I 1 ]} = v; £/&en x i5 determined among matrices of 6

4 xu = vx. Then x is determined among matrices of 6 types,

all of which have order 2.

Table 11: Non-conjugate subgroups of order 16 in GLs(Z)

Group Generator

Hi £ 5)4 x Z2

tf2 = £4 x Z2

Remark. There is no abelian subgroup of order 16 in GLs(Z). It is shown

that there exists no non-abelian subgroup of order 16 in SLs(Z).

Any non-abelian group of order 16, whose elements have order either 1,

2, 3, 4, or 6, is isomorphic to either S)4 x Z2, Q x Z2, (2,2 14,2), (4,41 2,2),

or (r,5,t>.

Corollary 4.1.18 There is no subgroup of order 16 in SLs{Z).

Remark. If follows from this corollary that the order of any finite subgroup

of GL3(Z) is of the form 2l • 3^' for i < 4 and j < 1 (and that of SL3(Z) is

2i-3*' fori<3and j < 1).
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Sketch of Proof for Table 11. Let if be a subgroup of the type 2)4 x Z2.

Then D4 is conjugate to one of ©8,j (7 < j < 14) in Tables 8 and 9. Let t

be a generator of Z2.

Suppose that 2)4 = g~l®s,jg for some 7 < j < 10 and g G GL3(Z).

Then tfT^"1 commutes with {!©(-, ~q ) } and i"1 ® (i o)^^ follows
that H is conjugate to H\ in Table 11.

Suppose that 2)4 = g~lVsjg for some 11 < j < 14 and 5 G GL3(Z).

Similarly, it follows that if is conjugate to if2 in Table 11.

Since there is no subgroup of order 8 in GL3(Z) that is isomorphic to

the quaternion group Q, there exists no subgroup of the type QxZ2.

Let {s, t) be the subgroup of the type (2,2 | 4,2) such that s4 = <4 = 1

and t~lst = s3. First assume that s = ±g~1{l © (- J}^ for some

g G GL3(Z). The relation t~lst = s3 implies that ^"^"^l© L Q j } =

1^"1- Thus' 5^~1flf~1 must have order 2, which contra-( ~n j
/1 0 i

diets to t4 = 1. Secondly assume that s = ig"1 0 0 -1 5 for some

\o 1 0/
5 G GL3(Z). Similarly, it follows that there is no such matrix t Hence

there exists no subgroup of the type (2,21 4,2) in GL3(Z).

Let (5, t) be the group of the type (4,41 2,2) such that s4 = t4 = 1 and

(st)2 = (s"1*)2 = 1. Assume that for some 5 G GL3(Z), either

or gig

The relation 52t3 = t3s2 implies a commutative relation with respect to

gs2g~l in each case. It follows that 5 is conjugate to {1 © ( 1 ]} or

1 © ( J} in the first case, and to v in the second case. Therefore,

(5, t) does not have order 16. Hence there exists no subgroup of the type

(4,4|2,2)inGL3(Z).

Furthermore, it is shown that there is no subgroup in GL3(Z) that is

isomorphic to the group (r, 5, t) generated by r, 5, t such that r2 = s2 =

t2 = 1 and rst = str = trs. □

= ± 0 0 -1 =v.
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Table 12: Non-conjugate subgroups of order 24 in GLs(Z)
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Remark. There is no abelian subgroup of order 24 in GLs(Z). Any non-

abelian group of order 24, whose elements have order either 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6,

is isomorphic to either A* x Z2, (2,2,3) x Z2, 2)6 x Z2, 54, (2,3,3), or the

group (4,6 12,2).

Corollary 4.1.19 Non-conjugate subgroups of order 24 in SLs(Z) are £24,6 —

54, 524,8 — ^4; O,nd 524,10 — S4.

Table 13: Non-conjugate subgroups of order 48 in GL3(Z)

Group Generator

548,1 = S4 X Z2

548,2 = 54 X Z2

^48,3 — 54 X Z2

Remark. There is no subgroup of order 48 in SLs(Z). Hence any subgroup

of order 48 in GLs(Z) is generated by a subgroup of order 24 in SLz(Z)

and a matrix with determinant —1. Indeed, 548,i = (524,6? —13)? 548,2 —

(524,8, -I3), and 548,3 = (524,io, -I3), where each (524,j, -I3) is the group

generated by S24J and —13, and is isomorphic to 54 x Z2, and I3 is the

unit of GL3(Z).

Proposition 4.1.20 There is no subgroup of order > 48 in

Table 13 and the proposition above imply

Corollary 4.1.21 There is no subgroup of order > 48 in SI

To show Table 13 and the proposition above, we use in part the following

lemmas:

/0 0 1\

Lemma 4.1.22 Let x € GL3(Z). If x commutes with 0 1 0 = u,

V-i o o/
then x is determined among matrices of 4 types.
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Assume that either xu =
(° ° ~*\ /o -i\

= I 0 1 0 I x, xu = {I I © \}x, xu =

\1 0 0/ V1 u/

in eac/i case x is determined among matrices of 4 fa/pes.

/0 -1 0\

Lemma 4.1.23 Le£x 6 GZ/3(Z). //x commutes with II 1 1 j = u,

V-l 0 0/
x is determined among matrices of 4 types. Assume that either

0 0 -1\

= | -1 0 0 x,

111/

1 1 1 \ /I 0 1

xu = | -1 0 -1 I x, xu = I 0 0 -1 I x,
v-l -1 0/ \0 1 0

/I 1 0\

or xu = I 0 0 1 I x.

\0 -1 0/

T/ien in eac/i case x is determined among matrices of 4

/I 1 0

Lemma 4.1.24 Le^ x G GLs(Z). If x commutes with 1—2 —1 —11 =

\o o /
u, ^/ien x is determined among matrices of 4 fa/pes. .Asst/rae </iai either

-I -1 -1\ /I 0 1\

2 1 1 \ x, xu = I 0 1 Ox,

0 0 1 / \-2 -1 -1/

-I -1 -1\ /I 0 1\

0 1 Ox, xit = 0 0 -1 x,

2 1 1 / \0 1 0 /

/I 1 ON

or xw = 0 0 1 I x.

\0 -1 0/

T/ien in the first, third, and fifth cases x is determined among matrices of

4 types, and in the second and fourth cases, x is done of 2 types.
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Table 14: Non-conjugate subgroups in GLs(Z)

Order

1

2

3

4

6

8

12

16

24

48

Any > 49

Total

Number

1

5

2

4 + 11

4 + 6

6 + 8

1 +10

2

11

3

0

74

Abelian

•<ls>
* C2J- SZ2(l<j< 5)

* C3J sz«(l<j< 2)

* C4j = Z4 (1 < 3 < 4)
C|d ^ Z2 x Z2

(5 < j < 15)

* C6j = Z6 (1 < j < 4)

C^.^Z4xZ2(j = l,2)

Cf j- = Z2 x Z2 x Z2

' (3<j<6)

C'(2l ^ Z6 x Z2

None

None

None

None

* Cyclic 16;

Non-cyclic 18

Non-abelian

None

None

None

None

Sej = -53

(5 < j < 10)

(7 < j < 14)

Sl2J=©6

(2 < j < 8)

(9 < j < 11)

2>4 x Z2 (2 copies)

A4 x Z2 (3 copies)

2)6 x Z2 (2 copies)

S24,j — Sa

(6 < j < 11)

(524,j,-l3)
^ 54 x Z2

(j = 6,8,10)

None

Non-abelian 40
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Table 15: Non-conjugate subgroups in

Order

1

2

3

4

6

8

12

16

24

48

Any > 49

Total

Number

1

2

2

2 + 4

1 + 3

2

4

0

3

0

0

24

Abelian

*<l3>
*C2J=Z2(j = l,3)

*C3J = Z3(i = l,2)

*C4J^Z4 07 = 1.3)

Clj =* Z2 x Z2

(j = 6,8,12,14)

* C6li = Z6

None

None

None

None

None

None

* Cyclic 8;

Non-cyclic 4

Non-abelian

None

None

None

None

(j = 5,7,9)

2)8j = 2>4

0" = 7,H)

2) 12,2 = 2>6

Au,j ^ ^4

(9 < j < 11)

None

524,.? — 54

0" = 6,8,10)

None

None

Non-abelian 12

Corollary 4.1.25 Any abelian subgroup ofGL^Z) is isomorphic to either

{1}, Z2, Z3, Z4, (Z2)2, Ze, Z4 x Z2, (Z2)3, or Z6 x Z2

o/9 types, and any non-abelian subgroup ofGL^CZ) is isomorphic to either

53,2)4,2)6,^4,2)4 x Z2>^4 x Z2,2)6 x Z2,54,or 54 x Z2

of.9 types, where GL^(Z) itself is excluded.

Corollary 4.1.26 Any abelian subgroup of SL^{Z) is isomorphic to either

{l},Z2,Z3,Z4,(Z2)2,orZ6 0/6 types.

Any non-abelian subgroup of SLs(Z) is isomorphic to either

S3,2)4,2)6,A4, or Sa of 5 types.
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